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DEAR READER
Welcome to the April issue of Autotechnician, which focuses on the MOT
test and emissions. We examine the exhaust system from page 23 and look
at type-approval, problems with DPFs and the latest SCR AdBlue systems.
We also look at various belt driven systems on page 35, from Belt-in-Oil to
on-demand water pumps and the challenges facing repairers. On page 32
we consider the upselling of additives that may help motorists earn their
car a MOT pass.
Our 4Tech feature that begins on page 12 covers new technology,
including the 4-way catalyser with Gasoline Particulate Filter employed by
Volkswagen, plus our New Car Focus details the Skoda Scala and Kamiq on
page 60.
We attended Pro-Moto’s Hybrid/EV Level 2 & 3 course in March and provide
feedback within our training feature from page 51 and James Dillon
continues his repair of a Vauxhall Ampera from page 14. We are counting
down to our first Big Day Out event of 2019, which takes place on Saturday
11 May at Chatham Dockyard in Kent. James and Andy Crook will take
command of the No.1 Smithery and conduct an interactive diagnostics
training event like no other. Details can be found on page 10 – we do hope
you can join us for this thought-provoking and enjoyable day.
Last, but not least, our digital manager Nathan Wise will be taking on the 3
Peaks Challenge this September to raise money for automotive charity Ben,
please take a look at his reasons for taking part and the gruelling itinerary
on page 40 – we hope you feel inspired to donate a £1.
As ever, please stay in touch, we really do appreciate your input and
feedback.

NICOLA ST CLAIR
EDITOR
facebook.com/Autotechmagazine
twitter.com/autotech_mag

NATHAN WISE, DIGITAL BRAND MANAGER
Nathan@autotechnician.co.uk
MIKE SMITH, EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
admin@autotechnician.co.uk
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James Dillon, Iain Robertson
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NEWS
MARKET ANALYSTS SAY DIESEL NOT DEAD
It comes as no surprise that diesel’s share of new vehicle
registrations has dropped significantly in the wake of
‘dieselgate’, which is a concern for those invested in this area,
including parts manufacturers and workshops who specialise
in their repair. Yet, market analysts GiPA says there will still be
ample opportunities ahead in the aftermarket.
Diesel accounted for 47% of new car registrations in 2016 and
these are yet to reach aftermarket maturity – General Manager
Quentin le Hetet comments: “Diesel vehicles only began
becoming prominent in the early 2000’s and registrations
peaked in 2015. Considering the life expectancy of a diesel car
is 13.7 years (the average diesel car being 6.7 years old), and

with diesel vehicles still being purchased by drivers, the diesel
parc is still actually growing in size.”
Perhaps undertaking common rail training is still worthwhile
– GiPA says there are millions of diesel cars between 1 and
5 years of age that will require workshop attention for many
years to come.

RENAULT RETAIL GROUP FINED OVER
SAFETY BREACHES
Hendon Magistrates’ Court heard how Renault Retail Group
UK repeatedly failed to ensure its vehicle lifts were maintained
properly at sites in Coulsdon and West London and have been
fined £200,000 and ordered to pay costs of £17,217.84.
An investigation by the Health and Safety Executive found
although they had been warned that the vehicle lifts posed
a danger to users, the company had failed to ensure workers
did not use the defective lifts between October 2015 and
September 2016. “These breaches could have led to a very
serious incident and it is fortunate nobody was injured as a
result,” says HSE inspector Jane Wolfenden.

ALIGNMENT SUPPLIER PLANS AHEAD
Absolute Alignment has tripled stock levels over the last
three months in preparation for the UK’s pending Brexit.

NEWS

The Farnborough-based company has ensured that all
wheel alignment equipment will still be available for nextday delivery throughout the spring and not subject to any
delays.
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Chris Dear, Absolute Alignment’s Technical Director, said,
"It’s of great importance to us that our speed of service is
not in any way impacted by Brexit and the uncertainties
that may bring.”

JLR RECALLS DUE TO EMISSIONS
Jaguar Land Rover is recalling 44,000 vehicles for repairs
following evidence of excessive CO2 emissions that may be
affecting ten of its models – all of which are fitted with twolitre Ingenium turbodiesel and turbocharged petrol engines.
Models include versions of the Land Rover Discovery, Discovery
Sport, Range Rover Sport, Velar and Evoque made between
2016 and 2019. Jaguar models affected include the E-Pace,
F-Pace, F-Type, XE and XF.
The VM informed the DVSA, which handles recalls, and
dealership workshops will now be called upon to carry out free
repairs on the models, that may involve software updates and
physical alterations. Some Range Rover Evoque models will
require new tyres.

CALL FOR ROBUST LEGISLATION ON ACCESS
TO IN-VEHICLE DATA
The Independent Automotive Aftermarket Federation (IAAF)
has welcomed a report by the European Parliament, urgently
calling for “robust” legislation regarding access to in-vehicle
data to be in place by January 2020.
This comes as a recent study found that the Extended Vehicle,
ExVe, (a concept designed to provide safe and secure thirdparty access to vehicle data by means of an off-board facility)
is not widely implemented across VMs, proving that an Open
Telematics Platform (OTP) is the only option for fair and equal
access to in-vehicle data.
The industry body says the study found a number of problems
relating to cost of data transmission, limited data access,
control by the VMs and most importantly, not allowing a “level
playing field” and “squeezing independent services out of the
market”. In practical tests, only two VMs have implemented
ExVe, with the majority using in-vehicle on board solutions.

SILVER LINING: MOTORISTS PLAN TO HANG
ONTO THEIR CARS FOR LONGER

The IAAF, alongside FIGIEFA and several other European
associations in the automotive sector, has been continuously
lobbying for the introduction of European rules enabling equal
access to in-vehicle data for all independent businesses and
services ‘around the car’.

According to research conducted by online vehicle
retailer BuyaCar.co.uk, the number of people planning
to change their car has plunged to an all-time low, with
Brexit being cited as the reason.
Ever since Britain voted to leave the European Union in
2016, the retailer has monitored car-buyers’ intentions.
Just after the referendum, it found that 20% said they
were planning to change their car in the next three
months. In contrast, just 27% predicted they would wait
two years or more before buying again. Those figures
have now dramatically changed, with 47.5% saying
they’re not planning to change their car for at least two
years and just 4.8% intending to buy in the next three
months.
Austin Collins, Managing Director of BuyaCar.co.uk, said:
“Even as we announce these figures it’s against the
backdrop of another series of Parliamentary votes that
seem to take us no further forward in understanding how
Brexit will affect everybody.
“We believe it is this continued uncertainty rather than
the idea of Brexit itself that has finally made consumers
err on the side of caution about their immediate plans to
change cars.

“The way that figure has plummeted from 20% to less
than five per cent, as people wait to understand what
Brexit looks like, comes as little surprise.

WhoCanFixMyCar reports that more than 45% of the UK
garages on its books have sourced alternative, UK-based
suppliers ahead of Brexit, with around one in six choosing to
stockpile parts ahead of the UK’s departure from the EU.
The survey also revealed that more than half of garages believe
that there will be an increase in labour costs after Brexit,
with nearly two thirds believing more customers will ignore
required repairs for longer due to perceived/expected cost
increases.
The firm also asked garages whether they were concerned that
parts would become more expensive after Brexit, with more
than half stating yes, and over 40% expecting Brexit to impact
parts availability in the UK.
More than half of respondents also said that they’d made an
effort to confirm agreements with current suppliers amidst
uncertainty.

NEWS

“When we first began measuring consumer sentiment in
relation to Brexit it was clear that the vast majority of car
buyers weren’t worried and that was reflected in the large
number who were intending to start shopping for a car
in the next few months.

GARAGE CONCERNS OVER BREXIT
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LUCAS ENGINE MANAGEMENT SWITCHOVER
An additional 1,500 parts will be added to the Lucas engine
management range when Standard Motor Products Europe
(SMPE) becomes the official UK & Ireland licensee on 1 May
2019.
From this date, UK customers will benefit from the range reprofiling, packaging and cataloguing that has taken place. Its
range of ignition coils will increase by 15 percent, cam/crank
sensors by 20 percent, oil pressure switches by 18 percent

and, the ignition leads range will increase by 34 percent.
Under SMPE, the Lucas engine management programme
will also introduce a range of fuel vapour valves.
SMPE, which has recently announced additional investment
in its Nottingham Centre of Engineering Excellence, is
also the license holder for the Lucas brand of engine
management in Europe.

RAISING TYRE SAFETY AWARENESS
Automotive supplier Ring has become a supporter of TyreSafe,
a UK charity dedicated to raising awareness of the importance
of correct tyre maintenance and the dangers of defective and
illegal tyres.
Tyre defects have contributed to over 3,000 UK road accidents
in the UK in the past five years, resulting in over 5,300
casualties. Each year, there are over 10 million illegal tyres on
vehicles in the UK.
Henry Bisson, Marketing Manager at Ring, says: “Tyres are the
only point of contact with the road, so it’s vital that motorists
understand how to maintain them properly. As such, the work
TyreSafe does to raise awareness of the issues and educate
drivers is essential and we’re delighted to offer our support to
their ongoing campaigns.”
TyreSafe was formed in 2006 to reduce the number of tyrerelated incidents on Britain’s roads through raising awareness
of the importance of tyre maintenance and the dangers of
defective and illegal tyres.

Tyre safety kits for motorists, including tyre inflators, tread
depth and pressure gauges, plus emergency sealants, are
available from Ring.
www.tyresafe.org

NGK-BACKED CHARLIE MARTIN TO
COMPETE IN 2019 MICHELIN LE MANS CUP
British racing driver Charlie Martin, who is sponsored NGK,
has announced that she will compete in the Michelin Le
Mans Cup in 2019, making her prototype racing debut with
the Racing Experience team.
Charlie will compete in a 5-litre 420bhp Norma M30 LMP3
car, partnering Luxembourgian brothers Gary and David
Hauser in the six-round championship.

NEWS

NGK states the flagship “Road to Le Mans” round of the
championship will also take place ahead of the 24 Hours of
Le Mans at La Sarthe – where Martin has already stood on
the podium, having achieved third place alongside Nicolas
Schatz in the 2017 Trophee Tourisme Endurance on her
debut at the world-famous track.
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Charlie Martin says: “It feels very special to be announcing
this next stage in my racing career. This move into the Le
Mans Cup racing brings me one important step closer to my

dream of racing in the24 Hours of Le Mans, making history as
the first transgender competitor to do so.
“I was lucky to be invited to test the Racing Experience LMP3
car in France last year and from my first taste of the car, I was
hooked. I have great partners in Gary and David Hauser, who
are very experienced in this sort of machinery. I can’t wait to
get testing miles under my belt and show what I can do in
the season ahead.”

AFFORDABLE CAR ELECTRONIC
REMANUFACTURING

£156
+ VAT

Hella Turbo Actuator (Garrett turbo) Actuator
Remanufactured: £156 + VAT

Common failures: Part or total malfunction of turbo charger | Vehicle has no power

Contact us now: 01206 849920

WWW.ACTRONICS.CO.UK
info@actronics.co.uk | www.actronics.co.uk | 01206 849920

To sign up to Autodata visit
www.autodata-group.com

IT’S CLEAR TO SEE WHY MORE
WORKSHOPS TRUST AUTODATA
Comprehensive OE technical information for service,
maintenance, diagnostics and repair
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TRUST MY GARAGE BEGINS TV AD CAMPAIGN TO DRIVE CUSTOMERS TO GARAGE NETWORK
The Independent Garage Association is investing in a TV
advertising campaign to promote workshops who have signed
up to its Trust My Garage (TMG) Code of Practice.
The IGA says the advert uses TMG member Williams Garage in
Winchester to demonstrate the professional businesses that
are representative of the independent sector. The first ads were
aired in March and will run for at least one year across a wide
selection of TV and social media channels.
The campaign has been driven by IGA members who have
been expressing concerns about consumer work provision. IGA
Director Stuart James told AT: “The members have been asking
for this for a long time and we’re now in the position to do it
and it’s the right time.”
“Trust My Garage supports and enhances a garages own
brand identity and does not sit between the garage and its
customers, unlike third-party work providers. The Trust My
Garage Code of Practice does not charge its members or their
customers for this service – it’s a Government backed code for
independent garages and a benefit of IGA membership that
does not take a skim”.

The TMG Code of Practice is approved by the Chartered
Trading Standards Institute (CTSI) and was created in 2010, it
now has over 2,900 members registered. Each new member
undergoes a rigorous site audit to demonstrate that it has
reached the standards set by the IGA. Once passed, it can
display the TMG shield as a badge of quality.
Membership of the IGA itself provides access to a wealth
of business support, something that has often come up in
conversation during AT workshop visits over the past few years,
and cited as an extremely useful resource. Stuart explains:
“Members have access to training, we do on-site training
for members, we provide quality control programmes all at
member rates, which is run not-for-profit. Also, we provide
a legal helpline and HR support. It’s a one-stop-shop for an
automotive business. The services we provide more than cover
the cost of membership.”
Garages can join the IGA and be part of Trust My Garage by
calling 0845 305 4230.

NEWS

The IGA conducted research over the last year to determine
the top 10 major influences on the independent sector and
garage work providers came in at number two (resources and
staff took the number one spot). The reliance on so-called
‘Skimmers’ to provide workshops with custom is something
that has caused the IGA concern for some time – believing
they will have a significant long-term detrimental impact on
independent garages. “These people position themselves
between the garage and the customer. In some cases, the

customers don’t even know which garages their cars are going
to. They charge a fee, in some cases to the customer, in others
directly to the garage, for providing the introduction service
and these are unregulated organisations. We fear as they get
stronger and become more well-known with consumers,
they will dictate at a higher level and increase costs, while the
garage becomes more dependent on them and loses its own
identity. They are not automotive organisations they are people
who are very smart at putting websites together.” The IGA are
due to release a report this month on the practices of work
providers, which will be available on its website.
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COME ABOARD
HMS AUTOTECH!
DAY OUT

If you’re looking to brush up on your fault-finding
skills then book yourself in for a truly unique,
audience-led training day at Chatham Dockyard
on Saturday 11th May
James Dillon and Andy Crook will take command of No.1
Smithery from 9am till 4.30pm, presenting live faults and
working with the audience to rule out hypotheses and
determine the underlying issues.
The diagnostic experts will guide delegates through evaluating
the data gathered and explain the theories and practices they
both use within their workshops to solve complex problems.

AUTOTECH 2019

Suitable for all those who wish to fine tune their diagnostic
skills and fix faults faster! All previous delegates, with varying
levels of experience in complex repairs, have come away with
new techniques and a more structured mindset to take back to
their workplace.
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AUTOTECH 2019 is sponsored by:

Call us on 01634 816 165 or email admin@autotechnician.
co.uk to book your place. Many delegates, and the team, will
be staying onsite the night before at Chatham Dockside. Catch
up with colleagues at this stunning venue and make some
new contacts at this not-to-be-missed event!
N.B We have secured a 25% Autotech discount for guests
on the day who would like to purchase an annual ticket to
the World Heritage site.

Adults £18.75 (was £25.00)
Concessions £16.88 (was £22.50)
Child £11.25 (was £15.00)
Family £49.50 (was £66.00)

One Brand.
All Clutches.
Blue Print has now
extended its range to
include European vehicles

Big Day Out
Schedule

The aftermarket specialist now offers you more than
1,100 clutch kits for European and Asian makes and
models, covering over 30,000 passenger cars and
light commercial vehicles applications.
All products undergo extensive performance tests,
ensuring that only high-quality clutch components
are included in the Blue Print range.

Your direct way

Saturday 11 May
No.1 Smithery, Historic Dockyard Chatham,
Kent ME4 4UY
08.15

 egistration from 8.15am in The Smithery, with
R
tea/coffee & bacon butties!

09.00

Introduction to the day

09.10

Live faults workshop begins

10.45

Refreshments and break

11.05

The fault finding continues…

1.00

Networking lunch – pies & wedges for all!

2.15

Concluding session of diagnostics workshop

4.15

Raffle – chance to win some goodies

4.30

Close

to the partsfinder

Get more information at our online catalogue:
partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com

A limited number of places remain – subsidised tickets
cost £86.80+VAT & include everything you’ll need on the
day – parking, notepads, pens, a bacon butty and a brew
when you arrive and hearty refreshments at lunch. Email
 admin@autotechnician.co.uk to book your place
or call 01634 816 165.

www.blue-print.com

AUTOTECH 2019

Book your place today!
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4-Focus
IAIN ROBERTSON TAKES A DETAILED LOOK AT INNOVATIVE
TECHNOLOGY IN NEWER MODELS

MAZDA6: NEAR-DIESEL TECH EMPLOYED ON
PETROL ENGINE
Not armed with the ‘bottomless-pit’ finances of the major
carmakers, Mazda has resorted to ingenuity with its Skyactiv-G
2.5-litre 4-cylinder engine installed in the Mazda6 GT. Boasting
a high, for a petrol engine, compression ratio of 14.0:1,
conquering the potential of torque reduction and engine
damage, due to the onset of pre-ignition, was a
primary aim. In increasing the compression
ratio, the temperature at TDC rises, increasing
the 'knock' risk. Timing the combustion
is even more critical and is made
possible by precisely-controlled,
multi-hole piezo-electronic GDI
injectors. By increasing the rate
of combustion, the unburnt
fuel mixture is exposed to high
temperatures for a shorter time,
which allows normal combustion
to conclude before 'knock' ensues.
Yet, the amount of residual gas within

the cylinder is cut in half,
by adopting ‘Old skool’ race engine technology, hence the
longer 4-2-1 exhaust manifold, pictured, that is looped to save
space. However, this was found to cool the exhaust gases
excessively before they had a chance to reach the catalyst –
thus increasing emissions. This was resolved by devising
a piston cavity, optimising the fuel injection
and formulating a stratified air:fuel
mixture around the spark-plug. The
piston cavity prevents the initial
combustion flame from hitting the
piston and interfering with the flame’s
growth, improving power and emissions
further. In comparison with other petrol
engines of around 2.0-litre capacity, fuel
efficiency and torque are improved by around
15%, while emissions reduce similarly. Driver
benefits include instant throttle response and a
progressive power flow across the rev-range.

NEW CAR TECH

CITROËN C5 AIRCROSS: FEWER
EMISSIONS, LESS WEIGHT, WITH
‘4WD’ ADVANTAGES
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While the first car to feature ‘Advanced Grip
Control’ in PSA’s model line-up was the firstgeneration Peugeot 3008 (2008-2016), the very
latest Citroën C5 Aircross SUV continues the use of
its technology. It is an intriguing system, because
it provides most of the benefits of all-wheel-drive
traction, without using a 4WD-train. Therefore, the
rear wheels are not driven, so a bulky propshaft
and hefty rear differential are not needed.
Developed in conjunction with parts supplier
Bosch, by ingenious software recalibration of both
antilock brakes and stability control hardware, a
Grip Control system offers five, dial-in, pre-set parameters: normal road, snow, sand, mud and ESP-off. The application of
artificial intelligence, through myriad sensors within the power and drivetrain, means that the technology is learning and
adapting constantly. The priority, using four wheel speed sensors, brake pressure sensors and gyroscopes that monitor
vehicle angle, yaw and pitch rates, is to provide instantaneous stability and control at a rate the driver cannot. Allied to Hill
Descent Control (a separate switch activates its ‘crawl’ facility), unwanted wheel-slip is eradicated even on ‘hostile’ surfaces.
Advanced Grip Control works most effectively on the types of mixed surface and environmental transitions that we
experience throughout a typical year. However, it can also deal with each of the dialled-in conditions (mud, snow etc) most
competently. It is not a replacement for electronically-actuated 4WD systems but its weight-saving potential pays dividends
in on-road frugality, emissions reduction and overall safe stability.

DS 3: INTRODUCES
ELECTRONIC ACCESS TO
ALL NEW CROSSBACK
MODEL
Electronic access to cars is not new
and the most recent Range Rover Velar
(now continued on the new Evoque
Mark Two) features flush exterior door
handles that emerge ‘magically’, as
the driver approaches the vehicle. For
the first time, on a compact family
model, the all-new DS 3 Crossback, this
elegant and up-market feature raises
preconceptions considerably. It is an
application of electronic technology that is linked to SMART cabin access, which
motorises the otherwise flush-mounted to the body door-pulls, allowing either
just the driver, or all intended occupants, to enter the car seamlessly. Once onboard, without having to present a fob, or key, the car can be started by depressing the pushbutton
marked clearly on the dashboard. Security aspects are managed by a ‘multi-tumbler’ electronic fob, which makes external
distance-reading almost impossible, enhancing both driver and vehicle safety markedly, thus reducing the potential of
vehicle theft. The motorised door handles whirr into action, as soon as the holder of the SMART key fob is within 1.5m of the
DS3. Naturally, they retract while on the move and reverse the action, as the key fob-holder walks away from the car, securelocking the doors simultaneously. The SMART access uses a dedicated MyDS app and Bluetooth protocol. It is not reliant on
a GSM network, which adds to its unique quality and it is multi-programmable for up to five users at the same time, without
giving them the key. Neither of these technical advances will have any impact on DS3’s exhaust emissions.

VOLKSWAGEN: 4-WAY
CATALYSER WITH
GASOLINE PARTICULATE
FILTER (GPF)

that the soot burns off passively, with no requirement for an
active regeneration cycle. While most manufacturers state that
GPFs are maintenance-free, there are questions that remain
unanswered, such as how ash deposits are removed, as the car
ages. We hope to investigate GPFs further, as greater numbers
of them enter the UK car parc.

NEW CAR TECH

An unfortunate problem with direct
injection (GDI) petrol engines is that
they produce high particulate levels.
While Mercedes-Benz claimed
to be the first manufacturer to
adopt large-scale GPF usage, its
development tended to be fitted
to the high-end S-Class saloons
and coupés. In the wake of the
‘dieselgate’ debacle, Volkswagen
Group announced that it will
incorporate GPFs in a variety of its
petrol models, just as MINI and the
PSA Group have done so. Pictured is
a GPF from a 1.5-litre 147bhp TSi VW
Tiguan. The Volkswagen GPF acts as
a 4-way catalytic converter, where hydrocarbons (HC), Nitrogen
Oxides (NOx) and Carbon Monoxide (CO) are converted
to carbon dioxide, nitrogen and water, but the soot is also
trapped and superheated. The exiting gases pass through
the main three-way catalytic converter to be treated further
downstream. Due to the higher temperatures experienced
by petrol combustion, compared with diesel, it is reported
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Figure 1a:
Dash Panel Warning

High Amperage Ampera
PART TWO
By James Dillon of Technical Topics
The recent SMMT figures for new vehicle sales provide a
bellwether for independent vehicle workshops. How so? Well, if
we review the 2018 sales, they are indicating a significant shift,
one that many of my independent aftermarket colleagues may
not be completely conscious of.

CASE STUDY

From January 2018 through to December 2018, the mix
of vehicles sold was: 62.3% Petrol, 31.7% Diesel and 6%
Alternative Fuelled
Vehicles. Comparing
the number of Diesel
and Petrol over recent
history (2017 and 2016)
shows the change
even more distinctly.
Diesel market share
by volume dropped
significantly. The
figures are 2016 47.7%, 2017 - 42%,
2018 - 31.7%. The
reason for this is that
buyer demand has
dropped significantly.
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Many vehicle manufacturers have pulled diesel vehicles from
their product range, such as the Vauxhall Corsa, Toyota Avensis,
Seat Toledo, Skoda Fabia, Fiat 500X, Kia Rio and Mitsubishi
Outlander. Some vehicle manufacturers no longer offer any
diesel variants, including Volvo (post V60), Porsche, Suzuki and
Subaru. So, what are the implications for the diesel vehicle
population and for independent workshops? Well, simply put,
less diesels to service and repair. The latest government figures

for all vehicles (licensed cars at the end of the last year) shows a
58.8% petrol to 39.9% diesel split.
Another influencing factor on the squeeze on diesel may
be the MOT regulations, with regards to tightening the
emissions standard (and the focus upon tampered emission
control devices such as DPF and EGR). The implication being
that reversing emission system tampering is very costly;
the unreasonable
economic equation
of a proper repair was
probably what led to
the tampering in the
first instance. Tighter
MOTs alone could see
the existing ‘stock’ of
used diesel vehicles
shrinking. The twin
factors of fewer new
sales and increased
‘scrappage’ mean that
the decline is likely
to be quite rapid. The
cynical and conspiracy
theorists among us could suggest that the MOT measures are,
in fact, a scrappage ‘scheme’ by proxy – considering that the
‘natural’ rate of decline is before the government bring out the
big guns of change (fuel duty and road tax increases) to really
encourage a shift away from diesel.
So, where does this leave us? An increase in petrol engine
vehicles for sure. The continued increase in Hybrid and Electric
Vehicles – highly likely. The SMMT data above shows the

BOXCLEVER AND
GET GREAT FREE
GIFTS PLUS MEGA
PRIZE DRAWS

Three simple reasons thousands
of garages BoxClever with NGK.
1 Joining is free and easy
2 Earning points is easy
3 There are great free gifts
All you have to do is collect empty NGK and
NTK boxes to earn great free gifts and gain
entry into our free quarterly prize draws. It really
is a no brainer. Make sure you don’t
miss out on getting
your share, join today.

FREE
FREE
FREE

FREE
FREE

GET
FREE ENTRY
INTO EXCLUSIVE
BOXCLEVER
PRIZE DRAWS

JOIN
TODAY
AT NGKBOXCLEVER.COM
OR CALL 020 7681 9227

Figure 2:
Scan Tool Diagnostics

continued surge in Alternatively Fuelled Vehicles (20.9% of total
sales 2018), even though this is from a very small base. How
should this influence the skills mix in our workshops? You’re
probably going to need to upskill on the finer points of petrol
engine management diagnostics, fuel trims, ignition analysis,
fuel injector analysis and the like. Given that the predicted
growth will be in Hybrid Petrols (with pure EV likely to remain
a developing segment), certified high voltage training, motor/
generator and battery management systems diagnosis will
complete your skills mix nicely. It’s critical to consider that your
high voltage training should go beyond the basics of make
safe/remove and repair and must include practical aspects of
HV system diagnosis. Which leads us on to the high amperage
Ampera, (see Part One of the case study in the May 18 issue on
www.autotechnician.co.uk).

Figure 2a: Diagnostic Trouble Codes

An additional issue was that the vehicle would not charge
from its mains charging lead as the battery was in a low
state of charge due to the fault. The problem occurred whilst
the owner was driving the vehicle. The warning came on
the dash and the vehicle soon lost power and it had to be
recovered back to their house. Unfortunately, they had real
trouble finding a repairer locally to investigate the source of
the problem, including the franchised dealer. A scan showed a
High Voltage fault, see Figure 3a and current analysis indicated
that the motor generator unit was pulling a large amount of
current during the self-test phase on a single motor winding.
The system self-test applied significant current to the winding
to check for insulation faults. Our odd phase showed 350
amps being drawn prior to the fault being set and the vehicle
dropped into no-go mode.

Figure 3a:
Hybrid motor
current analysis

We used a variety of other test techniques on this motor
generator as an experiment to see which methods were most
effective to diagnose this type of issue, including a device the
Japanese manufacturer’s rate for this test, the milliohm meter.
The milliohm meter is a highly sensitive device that it is highly
influenced by temperature. The manufacturer states that the
vehicle should be at rest for a period of 8 hours or longer to
normalise the readings. The milliohm meter is sensitive enough

Figure 4a:
Milliohm bad

Our Vauxhall Ampera would not drive. It would power up on
the ignition switch, but it was unable to move under its own
power. This could be considered as the equivalent of a crank
– no start condition of an internal combustion engine vehicle,
see Figure 1a on page 14 – Dash Panel warning.

CASE STUDY

Figure 3:
Insulation tester
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Figure 4b:
Milliohm good

The question remains as to why the smaller motor generator
did this? For now, we have to perform calibration relearns on
the replacement motor and check that the function of the
motor driver hasn’t been harmed by the excessive current
caused by the original fault.

Figure 4c:
Milliohm connected

to detect the difference in two slightly different lengths of
standard wire, down to 1/100000th of an Ohm or 0.00001
Ohms.
When this unit was applied to the motor windings, two of
the phases showed 36.6 milliohm and the third showed 40.0
milliohm. The motor shares two sets of windings across each
pair of phase connectors. Therefore, two sets of windings are
reading differently – one too low due to the shorted winding
and one set reading ‘correctly’. The term 'correctly' is a ‘ield
based assessment, as Vauxhall do not give a specification.
Photographic evidence of the root cause was taken after the
transmission unit was stripped and disassembled. The windings
clearly show signs of overheating, causing the short circuit and
the increase in motor current.

Figure 5: The motor generator

www.techtopics.co.uk
James will be co-hosting a diagnostics training event in
Chatham, Kent on 11th May – see page 10 for details. Book
your place by emailing admin@autotechnician.co.uk or
calling 01634 816 165.
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JAMES DILLON OF TECHNICAL TOPICS AND
ANDY CROOK OF GOTBOOST WILL ONCE AGAIN
COMBINE TO DELIVER A UNIQUE AUDIENCELED TRAINING EXPERIENCE.

autotech 2019 is sponsored by:

Independent workshop owners and technicians will be
armed with fault-finding best practice, working through live
faults – no death by PowerPoint here!
Why not bring your partner or family to enjoy the World Heritage site while you train, or join the team for dinner and
drinks afterwards?
Tickets are subsidised by sponsors, priced at £86.80 plus VAT,
and available on a first-come, first-served basis. To guarantee a place, email admin@autotechnician.co.uk.
www.autotechnician.co.uk
www.facebook.com/autotechmagazine

A TRAINING DAY NOT TO BE MISSED

AUTOTECHNICIAN’S
BIG DAY OUT
Saturday 11th May

Autotechnician HQ, The Historic Dockyard, Chatham, Kent

TickeTs now availaBle £86.80+vaT
Reserve your ticket today: admin@autotechnician.co.uk • 01634 816 165.
A great day full of expert practical presentations, networking and
great food. We look forward to seeing you there!

CASE STUDY

James & andy will present a fault scenario, then it's
over to the audience to drive the direction of the diagnostic testing.
it will be a truly dynamic experience with the decision-making process based on the evidence as it is
gathered, much like it is in the workshop. The session aims to challenge your current thinking, procedures and evidence gathering methods.

on saturday 11th may, James Dillon of Technical
Topics and andy crook of GotBoost, will join the
team of sponsors at autotechnician hq, The historic Dockyard, chatham, kent for a training day
with a diﬀerence.
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Danger: High Voltage!

A CHANGE IN MINDSET IS NEEDED TO BECOME A HIGH VOLTAGE EXPERT – WAYNE
MCCLUSKEY OF ZF AFTERMARKET DISCUSSES ELECTRIC VEHICLE SYSTEMS TRAINING

TRAINING & SUPPORT

ZF Aftermarket delivers technical training to independent
workshops through its ZF [pro]Tech garage workshop concept
and is experiencing a growing demand for its hybrid and
electric vehicle training. It has added extra dates for its six-day
intensive ‘Advanced Status’ course at its training centre in Crick,
Northampton – remaining courses for 2019 take place June 1828, July 22 to August 2nd and November 26th – December 6th.
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Technical Training Manager, Wayne McCluskey, explains why
training in this field is so important: “You wouldn’t expect an
automotive technician lacking the necessary training and
experience to attempt repairs to an industrial three-phase
high voltage installation. A modern electric car is effectively
the same thing – a high voltage machine – but presented
in a mobile platform.” With passenger car systems operating
at around 600V and 400A, there is a very real risk for those
unskilled in high voltage working to cause serious injury or
death. These hazards are only likely to increase with the next
generation of electric vehicles, making the need for training all
the more vital.

Vehicles Bill became law in July 2018 and there are currently
amendments to the Bill on the table which, if accepted, would
require those repairing and maintaining electric vehicles to be
licensed to carry out the work safely. Until such time as UK law
catches up with industry requirements, ZF Aftermarket training
references German electric vehicle legislation, along with the
UK’s Health and Safety at Work Act.

Electrically Informed Persons

The need for training and legislation

“For those who have been used to 12, 24 or 48V automotive
electrical systems, a change in mindset and a higher level of
awareness is needed to work safely with high voltage electric
vehicles,” explains Wayne. “For example, where electrical cables
in a conventional vehicle are routinely removed and reinstalled
multiple times and connections probably tightened by feel,
high voltage cables are only rated for a certain number of
connection cycles and terminations must be accurately
tightened to the specified torque. This is because any abrasion
of the contact areas or incorrect tensioning can have a
dramatic effect on electrical resistance, possibly leading to
localised heating and subsequent fire risk.”

There is currently no legal framework in the UK governing the
duty of care that should be undertaken by businesses and
individuals when working on electric vehicles. ZF Aftermarket,
together with a number of industry partners, such as the
IMI, is working to change this. The Automated and Electric

ZF provides two levels of training for those seeking proficiency
in hybrid and electric vehicle systems. Blending theory and
practical instruction, the more basic course delivers enough
knowledge to take a delegate to the ‘Electrically Informed
Person’ (EIP) level of competence. Attendees learn fundamental

safety procedures such as following vehicle manufacturers’
protocols for powering down a vehicle and applying the
correct barrier techniques to ensure electrical isolation so the
vehicle cannot restart unintentionally. Each EIP course is one
(admittedly long) day in duration and ideally has only eight
delegates attending, allowing each person sufficient time to
complete the practical exercises included.

High Voltage Experts
“While someone who achieves EIP status is well on the way
to working safely with electric vehicles, they are not yet
qualified to work on the high voltage parts of the system,”
explains Wayne. “To date, around a third of Electrically Informed
Persons have returned to tackle the advanced stage of ZF’s
Aftermarket’s training offer: The ‘High Voltage Expert’ (HVE)
level of competence.” Before gaining access to HVE training,
applicants must pre-qualify by successfully completing six
online e-learning modules during the six weeks prior to
training.

IMPORTANCE OF POWERING DOWN AN
ELECTRIC VEHICLE SAFELY
Correctly and safely powering down an electric vehicle
is vitally important. There are many things to consider
from the use of Personal Protection Equipment, to
the 1,000V rated specialist test equipment required.
To ensure the system is safe to work on, it is essential
that voltage readings are taken to verify zero potential.
It’s paramount to always follow the specific vehicle
manufacturer’s protocols as shut down procedures and
the number of steps taken vary – though all usually
involve allowing at least 10 minutes to pass once
the correct stages have been completed, so that the
capacitors in the system can discharge. Learning how
to correctly power down a vehicle and verify the vehicle
is safely discharged is covered in detail on ZF’s HVE IMI
course level 3.

The intensive six-day HVE course incorporates a further three
e-learning modules – each with its own test – plus two,
one-hour written examinations and a one-hour practical
assessment. The electric vehicle systems training is the same
as that provided to ZF research and development staff and to
certain vehicle manufacturers’ production line technicians.
03332 401 123

Available from eurocarparts.com

Crosland_Ad_A5_ECP_August2018.indd 1

TRAINING & SUPPORT

Crosland offers a complete
range of high quality filters –
trusted by professionals for
efficient, economical vehicle
service every time.

17/08/2018 10:33
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Feature Focus

TECHNICAL EDITOR ROB MARSHALL
INTRODUCES THE THEMES THAT FLOW THROUGH
AUTOTECHNICIAN’S FEATURES THIS MONTH

Emissions – a load of hot air?

FEATURES

For those of us who remember Ford of Britain's early 1990's
slogan ‘Everything we do is driven by you’, accompanied
by Brian May’s (of Queen) yowling guitar, might be aware
that the motor industry has changed so much that every
manufacturer's motto may as well be, ‘Everything we do is
driven by emissions’. Having this in mind may help to explain
why carmakers design certain systems that we may see as
illogical from a repair and maintenance perspective.
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Since politicians prioritised taxing cars on carbon dioxide
emissions in the late-1990s, CO2 became a marketing game.
Yet, we expected the ever more stringent Euro emissions
standards to protect us against the ensuing pollutants. We
were misguided. Since we found out that carmakers had
been fudging the laboratory-assessed tailpipe emissions tests,
the political tide has turned against the combustion engine,
despite viable and affordable replacements remaining for the
distant future. To prove the point, our New Car Focus (on page
60) introduces two new conventional ICE Volkswagen Group
cars that are not even given hybrid options, for now at least.

Robbing Peter to pay Paul
With the proliferation of after-treatment systems, it is all too
easy to become fixated on the exhaust system and forget
that fuel injection, sensors, common rail systems, ECUs and
sound engine condition help to ensure that exhaust-mounted
anti-pollution systems can work properly. Yet, some means
of reducing emissions have been done in a rather confusing
way. In the case of Euro 5 diesels, for example, the Exhaust Gas
Recirculation (EGR) valve lowers combustion temperatures
to reduce NOx emissions. However, this increases particulate
levels, which have to be treated downstream by a Diesel
Particulate Filter (DPF).
Do not think that petrol engines (including those fitted to
hybrids) are squeaky clean, either. A typical petrol/gasoline
direct injected (GDI) engine produces up to 2,000 times
more harmful particulates than the older 'multipoint' indirect
(port) injection, hence the recent uptake in GDI particulate
filters, which is one new technology that our 4Tech section
introduces on page 12.
Yet, certain factions of aftermarket are not innocent. For years,
certain garages have removed emissions-reducing hardware
instead of repairing it, while being under the misapprehension
that they were not breaking the law. Tuning companies
that promised their customers more power and better fuel
consumption tended to be either unaware, or unwilling to
admit, that the trade-off is increased emissions (beyond those
measured by the typical MOT probe), potentially voiding the
Whole Vehicle Type Approval of the car, making it technically
unroadworthy.

How this affects us
Last May's MOT Test changes were the most obvious evidence
of the authorities taking action. Along with changes in the car
tax system, many local authorities are establishing low emission
zones and it would not be surprising if emissions spot-checks
were carried-out in the future.
Meanwhile, almost everything you do to a vehicle, from
servicing to repairs, can influence its pollution output and
the MOT emissions test result, which is another reason
why this topic is so vast, and that is before emissions from
brake components and tyres are considered. From a tailpipe
perspective, this issue examines the exhaust system itself
from page 23, and why supplying type-approved systems is
beneficial, plus the problems associated with DPFs and the
latest SCR AdBlue systems for Euro 5 and 6 diesels especially.

DIAGNOSTICS
WITH
THE EXPERTS

Autologic offers a complete solution:
Market leading diagnostic equipment
coupled with expert guidance and
full technical support. It’s a unique
combination that enables you to tackle
every job with greater confidence,
efficiency and profitability.

“

I recently called Autologic to help guide me
on a Ford Transit fault. After the dpf,
vapouriser and pressure sensor parts
were replaced in a garage, I was called in
to diagnose the vehicle as after a short
drive the fault code ‘P26A1 exhaust after
treatment glow plug circuit low’
continued to present itself.
As an Autologic service user I
requested support from the team quickly
via their support app. Their OEM-Master
Trained Technician, Arber, helped to me to
identify a blown fuse that was causing the
issue. Using AutologicLive, I was able to
efficiently resolve the issue quickly,
saving me valuable time that I
used on other jobs that day.
Martin Joy. Owner, AED Repairs.

To learn more
about Autologic
products and services
contact us today!

Focussing on engine repairs and maintenance, from page 35
we also look at various belt driven systems, from Belt-in-Oil, to
on-demand water pumps and the challenges that they present
to the autotechnician, faced with keeping them in good
working order.

sales-uk@autologic.com
01865 870 060

uk.autologic.com
   

FEATURES

Finally, on page 32 we look at upsell additives that might be
sufficient to earn the car a 'pass'. Meanwhile, if you think that
we have missed a trick and you would like a specific story
investigating, please let us have your comments, suggestions
and feedback through either e-mail, or on our Facebook page.

“
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MADE IN ITALY

THE ORIGINAL FLASH CLEANER MACHINE

JOIN THE GROWING NETWORK OF WORKSHOPS
WHO ARE PROFITING FROM DPF/SCR CLEANING
The business opportunity is excellent, you
would only need to clean 2 DPFs or SCRs per
week before making proﬁt. It really is that
fast, economical and easy to use.

ﬂow check, cleaning and drying, ﬁnal back

The machine is self-contained with excellent
ﬁltration of the cleaning ﬂuid. It also carries
out the process i.e. back pressure and

pressure and ﬂow values before and after

register free online
The UK’s leading exhibition for the automotive
aftermarket and vehicle production industry.

pressure and ﬂow check automatically. In
addition, a printed report is generated by
the Flash Cleaner to conﬁrm both the back
cleaning giving you the ability to oﬀer your
customer certiﬁed results.

see us on stand ZZ154

4-6 June 2019, NEC

DPF RECOVERY LIMITED - SOLE DISTRIBUTOR FOR UK & ROI
Vulcan Road South, Norwich,
Norfolk NR6 6AF
T: 01603 423254
E: sales@dpfrecovery.co.uk
www.ﬂashcleanermachine.co.uk

A lit DPF warning lamp could be
an advisory to take the car for
a longer drive and may not be
indicative of a fault. Advise the
owner to look in the handbook,
should you be unsure.

After-treatment systems
TREATING GASES POST-COMBUSTION HAS LED
TO A NUMBER OF NEW SYSTEMS BEING FITTED
TO EXHAUST SYSTEMS; ROB MARSHALL LOOKS AT
SOME OF THEM, INCLUDING THE MOST RECENT
DEVELOPMENTS.
As they are 'end of line' systems, it is all too easy to blame
catalytic converters and DPFs, when their faults might be a
symptom of another problem, meaning that a more detailed
analysis tends to be necessary. While catalytic converters can
be damaged by a tired engine, a faulty fuel system, or incorrect
maintenance, so too can Diesel Particulate Filters (DPFs).

The Quality Focus
A spurious situation in the UK is that you can buy TypeApproved catalytic converters and DPFs, installed to non-TypeApproved exhaust systems. They can cause the measured
emissions to increase.
Speaking to AT, Helen Robinson, Marketing Director at Euro
Car Parts, explains why they and Klarius exhausts have been
lobbying the UK government to address the situation:
“Euro Car Parts has long called for tighter regulations around
the sales of exhaust systems, to reduce the number of noncompliant products being sold and fitted across the UK.
Last year, the Department for Transport introduced strict

Some Fords are fitted with a vaporiser, consisting of a glow plug and injector
that fires a diesel mist into the DPF, instead of relying on a post-combustion
injection from the common rail. The glow plug can burn out and the injector
nozzle can block. Mondeos seem especially prone to vaporiser failure. For
more information, see www.elta.co.uk.

requirements for selling catalytic converters and Diesel
Particulate Filters (DPFs) into the UK, a move we welcomed
at the time. However, we believe exhausts should also be
covered.

Bad maintenance
Certain lubricating oil deposits damage catalysers and DPFs,
which is why low SAPS oils are critical for DPF longevity. Some
DPF-equipped cars are fitted with tanks/pouches that dose
a Cerium-based additive into the fuel tank. Used mainly on
brands that employ PSA engines, they require routine toppingup with three different types of 'Eolys', some of which are
incompatible chemically with each other. The main reason

EXHAUSTS, CATS & DPFS

“Introducing stringent guidelines would ensure that all
exhausts are manufactured to the equivalent quality of an
OE system – and have been through the same extensive
quality and safety checks. At Euro Car Parts, we only sell Klarius
exhausts, which meet the tightly regulated type-approval
standards laid out by key industry bodies including the British
VCA and German TUV. As part of our partnership with Klarius,
we are lobbying the UK government to follow the suit of its
Irish equivalent and make type approved exhaust systems a
legal requirement.”
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How AdBlue works

for their use is that the newer generation of 'Eolys' deposits
less ash in the DPF, which (unlike soot) can be removed only
by dismounting the DPF and seeking professional assistance.
Therefore, be wary of aftermarket alternatives to Eolys that
claim to substitute all generations, especially if the ash content
is not revealed in their data sheets. We hope to revisit this
important topic another time in more depth. Yet, the result
of using wrong oils and incompatible Eolys fluids will not be
noticed immediately but several tens of thousands of miles
later. Resist resetting a low-level Eolys warning counter, without
replenishing the tank. Use the correct Eolys fluid, not AdBlue.

misunderstanding any dashboard symbol that encourages a
longer journey is more common, as is running continually with
a low fuel level which can inhibit regeneration. Incomplete, or
incorrect servicing and ignoring seemingly minor faults are also
the most common causes of a successful regeneration cycle
being either aborted, or not attempted at all. He advises that,
the longer a car is driven with excessive particulate content
within its DPF, the greater the repair cost will be.

According to Darren Darling of the DPF Doctor, operating
conditions tend not to be the main reason for DPFs
becoming overloaded with soot. The driver either ignoring, or

Low pressure EGR and NOx traps are two methods by which
manufacturers have achieved Euro 6 status. From a technician's
standpoint, they are simple systems and require no special
maintenance but disadvantages include limited effectiveness
and high fuel consumption. Therefore, the additive system
that uses AdBlue (1/3 Urea, 2/3 distilled water) has been found
to be the most effective at reducing NOx emissions, despite
considerably more hardware being required.
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COMPRESSION RESTORATION SERVICE
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Many garages include an EPR service in EVERY oil
change because of the LOW COST and HIGH
NUMBER OF BENEFITS to the customer.

Fouled

Euro VI and AdBlue

While some technicians have reported problems with these
systems, passing these tips to your customers will reduce the
risk of a breakdown.
1. Do not pour AdBlue into the diesel fuel tank. It is dosed into
the exhaust system, not into the fuel (unlike Eolys systems).

EXHAUSTS, CATS & DPFS

Clean
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• Proven to
Restore and
Balance
Compression
• Helps Restore
Power and MPG
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BY BEN COLLINS
The Former STIG

• Cleans Oil Passages,
Helps Maintain Oil Supply
to Critical Components

See bencollinstestsbg.com

Leaders in automotive solutions and improving garage profitability
www.bgprod.co.uk | T: 01284 777934 | Email: info@bgprod.co.uk

2. AdBlue deteriorates over time. Never use AdBlue after its
expiry date.
3. Ultra-violet light speeds-up AdBlue's deterioration. Instead
of buying bottles that have been sitting outside a petrol
forecourt, seek those that have been stored indoors, or in
the dark.
4. Do not ignore AdBlue refill messages. The engine will not
restart and some types may require diagnostic equipment
after the tank has been replenished.
5. Do not overfill the AdBlue reservoir. This can create a
vacuum inside the tank that prevents the AdBlue from
being injected into the exhaust initially. On some cars, the
AdBlue pump and circuitry are located on top of the tank,
so overfilling risks moisture contamination that can damage
the circuits.

AMMONIA POLLUTION – IS ADBLUE TO BLAME?
The SMMT argues that Euro 6 and current production diesels are considerably cleaner than those of previous generations,
but it has been suggested that AdBlue could be responsible for another emissions 'crisis'. A concern is that AdBlue is
injected into the SCR catalyst continually and the required reaction temperatures of 350-450°C cannot be achieved under
all driving conditions, resulting in harmful ammonia being expelled into the atmosphere.
We raised this important issue with a number of car brands, whose technical personnel disagreed with several
presumptions. Firstly, the operating temperature for successful SCR operation is around 170°C, a temperature that is
reached very soon after a cold start and tends to be maintained even idling during heavy traffic conditions, and not 350450°C. Secondly, the SCR conversion rate is controlled and AdBlue injection is regulated by extra means, such as with a
NOx/ammonia sensor – it is certainly not a continual uncontrolled injection. Faults in the system must, by law, prevent the
engine from being restarted, although on many cars, the driver is given plenty of notice about a potential issue.

TYPE-APPROVED EXHAUSTS FOR POPULAR
APPLICATIONS
Popular Ford applications are well serviced in a range update
from Klarius, including new exhausts for the latest models, such
as the Focus 1.6 and 2.0 litre, the C-Max compact MPV, Fiesta
1.6 hatchback and the 2011-2014 Transit 2.2.
The Volkswagen Golf 1.4 and the Honda Civic 1.4 are provided
with new exhausts, alongside the Peugeot 5008 people carrier,
Citroen C4 Picasso, Audi A3 1.4 and the Isuzu Rodeo SUV.
Klarius provides emission control system parts for a wide range
of applications, from sports cars, saloons, MPVs, SUVs, luxury
cars and superminis, to light commercials, crossovers and
hybrids old or new.
All parts adhere to all relevant Euro emissions standards, typeapproval certification requirements and are backed by a twoyear manufacturer’s warranty and a ‘Fit First Time’ guarantee.

 cs.team@klarius.eu

EURO 6 REFERENCES EXTEND RANGE
BM Catalysts kickstarts 2019 with 30 new part numbers,
including eight Euro 6 references. These join its existing
range of catalytic converters, Diesel Particulate Filters
(DPF), front pipes and DPF Pressure Pipes.

Speaking about the new product launches, Commercial
Director Mark Blinston, comments: “We want to ensure
that all of our customers have components that are
designed to meet set emission’s levels. Whether it’s a
Euro 4, 5 or 6 vehicle, distributors and buyers know
that the parts they buy from BM Catalysts will be of the
highest quality.”

EuroFlo supplies exhausts, pre-Cat front pipes, catalysts,
diesel particulate filters, exhaust fittings, catalyst fitting
kits and consumables to the aftermarket. Here, Adrian
McComas provides his top five exhaust fitting tips.
1. Ensure that a proper ramp is used and the vehicle is
completely level – jacking the vehicle up on one side can
skew the geometry, which can make replacement exhaust
components difficult or even impossible to fit.
2. Always use new fittings and gaskets.
3. Ensure that the exhaust on the vehicle is the correct one, and
has not been amended or altered.
4. NEVER use exhaust paste in front (engine side) of a Cat or
DPF.
5. If replacing a Catalytic Converter or DPF, ensure that you have
corrected whatever caused them to fail in the first place –
otherwise, the replacements will almost certainly fail again!

EXHAUSTS, CATS & DPFS

The new Euro 6 range of products are references for
vehicles such as the Fiat 500X, Vauxhall Corsa and Ford
Mondeo. The parts are designed to provide ease-offitment for installers and workshops can benefit from fast
delivery times.

Fitting tips
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Garage Equipment

MOT TESTING
DID YOU KNOW?

44% of NEW MOT Test Centre Applications fail the first attempt*.

DO YOU HAVE CONFIDENCE IN THE STANDARD OF ADVICE YOU ARE GETTING?
All 24 Workshop Solutions Equipment Specialists are GEA-accredited Consultants.

We manage the whole process, ensuring a smooth, hassle-free, one-stop service
that is delivered on time and on budget.
Please contact the Workshop Solutions Team to arrange an initial free,
no obligation consultation.

01827 838 477

BRANCHES NATIONWIDE
*source DVSA

autoclimate
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The DVSA argues that it is reasonable to fail a
car with an illuminated engine management
light, even if it passed the emissions test,
because the tail pipe output is likely not to
be within the legal limits during real world
driving. (Image courtesy of Revive).

Emissions: The MOT and your workplace
A tightening of tailpipe emissions was one of the defining
MOT changes from last year; Rob Marshall looks at how they
can be influenced by engine management, provides updates
on exhaust noise emissions and looks at the latest feedback
on current MOT updates.
Despite the major MOT changes that were necessary from last
year to comply with EU legislation, which necessitated that
Vehicle Test Stations (VTS) either updated, or replaced, their
Diesel Smoke Meters (plus the almost total re-edit of the MOT
Inspection Manual) it is a credit to everybody involved that the

public has not noticed any serious disruptions to the service.
Understandably, a number of clarifications were required postimplementation to help testers address conflicting advice and
definitions in their day-to-day work. Yet, a spokesperson from
the RMIF told Autotechnician that it had not received any
concerns from members after the initial dust settled post-May
2018.

Latest changes
Since May, things have not been standing still. A number of
technicians admitted that, while it has taken some time to
adapt to the new system, they felt well-supported by the DVSA.
Comments from disgruntled professionals on the Agency's
own 'Matters of Testing' blog, however, reveal that some testers
are not so happy.
Launched in November last year, a new MOT risk assessment
system sought to improve standards, by targeting persistently
poor-performing testers and test stations. This gave every tester
and VTS a risk rating. Yet, the method of calculation would alter
over time, so data cannot be manipulated in order to give more
positive ratings. Naturally, testers have questioned how wise
it is to base scores on national average figures and, naturally,
critique has followed from testers that have seen their ratings
fall.

MOT

While assessing exhaust noise during the MOT is subjective, the actual limits
for a particular car model tend to be displayed on the V5C - which may be
worth pointing out to a customer, because it is illegal to make the exhaust
significantly noisier after the car has been Type Approved.

Neil Barlow from the DVSA admits that, while changes will
take time to bed in, the risk ratings have helped the Agency to
target garages that are not doing things properly. He advises
testers that, should their personal ratings be in either the
Amber or Red categories, they should take a look to see what
the cause might be. Mr Barlow admits that low ratings may be
a concern for freelance/temporary testers especially, in which
case, providing evidence of any response, such as extra tuition,
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After an emissions fail, live data checks may help
to pinpoint inaccurate sensor values.
Pictured is Stephen Wallman, credited as
the father of the lambda sensor, which
was introduced first in North
American-specification
Volvos in 1976 and
produced by Bosch
Automotive.

will help. This is why staff training forms part of a VTS's overall
risk score and it is advisable for annual training and assessment
exercises to be completed on time.
Additionally, the DVSA seeks to reduce the number of vehicles
that are not registered correctly during an MOT Test, which it
admits takes up a lot of resources to resolve, at the expense of
improving the service. In response, changes are being made
to vehicle registration screens and that plug-in access to the
vehicle diagnostic port is reported as being closer to becoming
a reality, so that the VIN number can be read directly from the
vehicle.

engine management, achieved by well-maintained fuel, intake
and ignition systems. HELLA emphasises the importance of
fitting OE quality sensors for any repair to keep emissions
within their design parameters. The company advises that
the lambda sensor is subject to wear and should be checked
at around every 20,000 miles – although it is fair to say that
its function tends to be checked at MOT emissions test time.
Yet, an emissions reading includes a lambda figure that is
calculated and can be manipulated. For example, a high
lambda reading that indicates a weak mixture may be the
result of a leaking exhaust joint and not the fault of the lambda
sensor itself.

Emissions - a ‘sensortive’ perspective Noise emissions

MOT

Something that the public, and testers, noticed immediately
after the 20th of May was a significant rise in MOT failure rates
on emissions – with ¾ of a million cars not meeting the revised
limits within six months. While our editorial on exhausts looks
at potential problems with those systems, it is easy to forget
the basics. Obviously, an engine must be warmed before the
test, because anti-pollution catalysts require high temperatures
to work, which leads some technicians to prefer that the car
is driven hard just prior to being emissions tested. We have
heard that the DVSA is checking that engine oil temperature is
measured and verified, instead of being bypassed, so a pre-test
drive is even more worthwhile.
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Do not forget that maintaining an optimum 14.3:1 air to fuel
ratio is critical to achieving optimised petrol catalytic converter
performance and longevity, which tends to be the role of

Considering that an MOT inspector should assess the noise of
an exhaust system either during the emissions test, or revving
the engine to around 2,500rpm (or half the maximum engine
speed), it is surprising that so many non-road legal systems
remain installed to everyday cars – something that is not
restricted solely to the 'boy racer' fraternity. Naturally, this is
a subjective examination, in that the tester has to make an
assessment that is based on experience that the tested vehicle
is not emitting a noise level beyond that of a similar vehicle
with a standard silencer system in average condition. This
personal opinion can court conflict from the owner. Yet, an
opinion is all that a Road Traffic Officer requires to assess that a
vehicle is noisier than a standard-specification alternative and
we are aware of some police forces possessing decibel-reading
equipment that are looking to report motorists to court, where
they may face both fine and court costs.

EMISSIONS FROM WELDING:
NEW H&S RULES
While welding repairs are not as popular as they
once were, to obtain an MOT pass, it is still a useful
service to offer. Yet, following recent scientific
evidence from the International Agency for Research
on Cancer, it has been found that exposure to mild
steel welding fumes can contribute to the incidence
of lung (and possibly kidney) cancer. Therefore, the
Workplace Health Expert Committee has endorsed
the reclassification of mild steel welding fumes as a
human carcinogen. With immediate effect, there is
a strengthening of the Health and Safety Executives’
enforcement expectation for all welding that is
carried-out indoors.
To control the risk, you will need to take action, such
as employing air extraction, which is supplemented
by adequate and suitable Respiratory Protective
Equipment (RPE), which must be worn, whether
welding indoors, or outdoors. Welders should be
instructed and trained in the use of both of these
controls. The Health and Safety Executive states
that it will not accept any welding undertaken
without suitable exposure control measures in place.
For more information, visit www.hse.gov.uk/
safetybulletins/mild-steel-welding-fume.htm

On-car brake lathes

On-truck brake lathes

Free demonstrations

Better brake service

Technical support

On-site training

Add A new income source

From

Give your customers an extra cost effective service while providing your garage with a
completely new source of income.
Join the growing club of ProCut owners who are generating over £10,000 per year
from brake disc skimming.

enquiries@haweka.co.uk

Tecalemit Garage Equipment Co Ltd • Eagle Rd
Langage Business Park • Plymouth • Devon • PL7 5JY • UK

Sales: 00 44 (0) 1752 219124
Fax: 00 44 (0) 1752 219128

MOT

www.brakelathe.co.uk
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MOT product
news & tips
TIME TO ADD RECALLS TO THE MOT TEST
The DVSA launched an online checking system for vehicle
recalls in February 2018 and recently announced it is looking
to work closely with the Department for Transport to align
the MOT with recall data to improve road safety. A more
stringent MOT test would allow testers to check whether a
vehicle has been through an important safety recall before
issuing a certificate. Euro Car Parts has welcomed the drive to
make outstanding recalls a part of the annual MOT test, saying
that independent repairers have ‘an enormous role to play’ in
improving driver safety.
CEO Andy Hamilton comments: “Vehicle recalls are not
uncommon from manufacturers but there is currently no legal
requirement for motorists to have dangerous faults fixed. As
a result, recalled vehicles often end up in the independent
aftermarket, sometimes with their owner unaware that their
vehicle has even had a major problem”. He adds: “By aligning
DVSA data with Government systems, the independent
aftermarket can deliver even greater service to customers,
going the extra mile to keep our roads safe.”

The DVSA estimates that one in 13 cars in the UK is subject
to an outstanding recall. Current intentions are for DVSA
and government systems to become more aligned, giving
consumers a fair period after a recall is issued before a MOT
failure, to get faults repaired.

END DIESEL SMOKE

SOCKET TESTER
Sealey’s TST22 Towing Socket Tester is MOT Approved for
use in stations on vehicle classes 4, 5 and 7. It will quickly
test 12V 13-pin Euro-type sockets fitted to the rear of the
vehicle. It comes supplied with 4.9m cable so you can use
the tool whilst sitting in the vehicle.

MOT

It features a self-test facility to ensure it is functioning
properly and is powered by the 12V vehicle supply. It
also tests the 12V continuous/ignition live feeds and
the reversing lights – not part of the current MOT test,
but useful when diagnosing electrical faults. The unit
also Includes 13 to 7-pin adaptor for testing older wiring
systems.
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It is available in Sealey’s Spring Promotion.
01284 757 500

LIQUI MOLY’s Diesel Purge
additive is designed
to restore an engine’s
original emission values
by dissolving deposits in
the injectors and the fuel
system – useful for older
vehicles that risk failing their
MOT during the exhaust
inspection.
The additive can be
poured into the tank as a
preventative treatment or
during a routine service and
prior to a MOT. It can also be
used to fill up a replacement
diesel filter, so the engine
runs on pure additive for the
first few minutes, with the
added bonus that the air is
removed from the new filter.

Technical support hub
for the independent
garage network.
Through unparalleled access to information, comprehensive support and the latest training courses, ZF [pro]Tech
connects you to our industry-leading specialists – allowing you to benefit from our knowledge and experience and
arm your business with the skills and proficiencies required for the vehicles of today and tomorrow.
Become a partner now: protech.zf.com

t
Visit us a a
chanik
Autome 140
stand Q

It is possible that a pourin fuel additive can make
the difference between an
emissions pass and fail but the
car may have an underlying
issue that will need to be
addressed.

KEEP IT CLEAN: 'EMISSION SOLVER' FUEL
ADDITIVES
An MOT emissions failure offers an opportunity
to upsell a variety of products and services; Rob
Marshall investigates…

MOT UPSELL

In the medical profession, the supply of a 'sample' helps to
determine if something is wrong inside the body. The same is
true of emissions – analysing what comes out of the tailpipe
is a useful indicator of engine and ancillary component
conditions. We heard recently of a DPF-equipped 2.0-litre
Peugeot 407 failing its smoke opacity test, because the EGR
valve was stuck open partially but the MIL lamp had not
illuminated. Similarly, a 1980 Triumph Spitfire 1500 (not yet
MOT exempt) possessed CO of 5.85% (against a pass of 4.50%)
and HC of 2854 (against a 1200ppm limit) – apart from a slight
intermittent misfire at tick-over, the engine ran well. The cause
was a broken spark plug centre electrode. Both faults were
identified solely by high emissions readings.
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MOT failure repairs must not take advantage of the car owner,
but a plan must be presented to ensure that the vehicle's
emissions are brought down to a level that are likely to be
maintained in the real world, until the next test. Use your
judgement; a neglected-looking vehicle may pass after a
thorough service, for example. Otherwise, you may be able
to promote your diagnostic expertise to pin-point a possible
fault but start with the simplest route – replacing the catalytic

converter blindly does neither customer, nor your repute any
good, especially if it does not solve the problem. Yet, many
narrow emissions fails are caused by contamination, rather
than a specific fault.

Splash and dash
A variety of cleaning products can be dosed into the tank. In
an MOT failure scenario, an extra strong additive would be
more useful, compared to a typical retail product, but note that
certain products, such as Cataclean, are sold to both retail and
trade customers with no formulation differences.
BG Products told us that its BG245 additive is an effective
cleaner, when added to diesel, but its UK importer has
heard of technicians seeking faster results, by pouring it into
the fuel filter housing. While not recommended officially,
BG245 contains sufficient lubricant to prevent damage to
high pressure pumps and injectors, even if used in a highly
concentrated form.
Liqui Moly's approach is to add a can of its Diesel Particulate
Protect to the fuel tank and drive the car for 50 miles at
constant 3,000rpm engine speed, after which time, its Super

Diesel Additive is then added to clean the fuel system. For nonDPF diesels, Liqui Moly recommends that its Diesel Stop Smoke
is added and the car driven for a few miles at 3,000rpm, before
being retested. Lucas Oil promotes its Deep Clean Fuel System
Cleaner that removes tars and varnishes on petrol injectors,
caused mainly by variable pump fuel quality. It is supported by
the Lucas Fuel Treatment that can be used for both petrol and
diesels that focusses on cleansing the fuel system components.
While Tetrosyl, through its Carlube brand, sells a variety of
petrol and diesel cleaners, its Carlube Fuel System Cleaner
Diesel and Carlube Fuel System Cleaner Petrol are designed
to yield the fastest results but the company suggests that
recommending further use of its less concentrated products
(for example Carlube Diesel Treatment, or Carlube Petrol
Treatment) pays dividends as preventative measures.

Rise of the Machines

Definitions of contamination vary between unburnt carbon, oil
deposits and gum formation from the fuel, all of which can cause
inefficient running, which heightens emissions, especially on more
modern engine designs. Yet, will the typical customer be prepared to
pay for a comprehensive Terraclean service, for example, or seek a
cheaper solution?

Offering an engine decontamination service as a means of
decreasing emissions is a matter of deciding on whether, or
not, there will be sufficient demand to justify your investment.
Suppliers can assist with your choice, such as Terraclean, EFB
and Hy-Carbon from FlexFuel. Even additive companies are
selling their products for use with a dedicated machine, an
example being Forte's Power-Clean. With the continuing
requirements to curtail emissions, it is certain that the link
between engine contamination and high pollutant levels are
likely to remain unfortunate bedfellows.

There is no
automotive part
we cannot
"medicate" for you

Edition 5/2018

Edition 16/2018

Edition 6/2018

Edition 7/2018

Edition 13/2018

LIQUI MOLY GmbH
Jerg-Wieland-Straße 4
89081 Ulm | GERMANY

Phone: +49 731 1420-0
Fax:
+49 731 1420-75
E-Mail: info@liqui-moly.de

Technical Support: +49 731 1420-871

www.liqui-moly.com

MOT UPSELL

Everything from a single source.
Motor oils, additives, care products,
chemical solutions and service products
for automotive, trucks, motorcycles,
marine and industry.
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Belting down emissions

With a number of respected belt system
manufacturers producing vehicle-specific items
to help OEMs reduce emissions, it makes sense
that the aftermarket adopts a vehicle-specific
replacement strategy to help customers maximise
the efficiency and reliability of their cars.

Belt drives have contributed greatly to
manufacturer goals of increasing efficiency
and reliability, while lowering emissions; Rob
Marshall looks at the claims made but also the
opportunities they present to you.
While some technicians may look upon them as being
unnecessarily over-complicated, significant advances in beltdrive technology have led to an upsurge in durability, while
permitting manufacturers to optimise under-bonnet space,
reduce CO2 emissions and improve their fuel economy ratings.

FEAD your mind
Today's auxiliary belts drive a number of increasingly powerful
components and their construction must permit them to
transfer larger forces. Engine downsizing and Stop-Start have
presented their own challenges to belt system designers, too.
Increased service intervals have dictated not only physical
design changes in the Front End Auxiliary Drive (FEAD) system
but also complex advances within the belt's make-up.

INA recommends that, unless there is a stated recommended
belt/tensioner change interval, a good realistic standard is to

Timing changes
The toothed 'timing' belt became necessary mainly when
overhead camshafts replaced overhead valve designs, one
reason for which was that the distance between the crankshaft
and camshaft sprockets had increased. The earliest most
popular applications were not entirely successful, as red-faced
car manufacturers decreased the in-service replacement
interval, when the belt did not last as long as they had stated
originally. While some manufacturers reverted back to chains,

One size definitely does not fit all. The coating applied to the reverse of
the belt that powers the friction wheel of this Prince engine water pump is
critical to its performance and longevity. Replacement Dayco belts that are
correct for this application are defined by the code ‘DT.’

BELTS

Yet, auxiliary drives are not maintenance-free, even if some
official service intervals omit their inclusion. Euro Car Parts, for
example, highlights that many repairers neglect the system,
meaning that they miss-out on a 'relatively straightforward,
but lucrative, revenue stream.' This includes the simple task
of checking the belt for excessive oscillation at idle speeds, to
inspecting the belt more closely with the engine switched off.

check the belt and its driven components at 60,000 miles and
change them at 90,000 miles. Dayco's ‘check and change’ rule
agrees that it is best practice to replace all of the drive system
components together. This includes the belt, tensioners and
any overrunning alternator pulleys/decouplers.
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As with dry timing belts, BiO types tend not to snap but their teeth can strip,
the remnants from which travel around the engine and can cause further
damage. Here, some are nestled within the 1.8-litre TDCI's oil pump, which
has had to be dismantled to fish them out. When servicing a car with BiO
belts, check if any deposits that are drained out during an oil change are not
fibrous belt teeth.

this was not entirely successful either and some
models switched to replaceable belts again.
Today's timing belt may look very similar
to those fitted to Fiats and Vauxhalls of the
1960s but many material changes have
been made internally, including to the cord,
jacket and tooth profiles. Dayco asserts that it
manufactures all OE fitment High Tenacity Teflon
(HT) timing belts and that the aftermarket trade is
becoming familiar with them. The development
arose mainly to increase running life but the
hidden advantage is its ability to reduce
friction, which holds a further emissions
advantage for the carmaker. As with all belt
types, change an HT belt with a like-for-like
replacement. The company also reports that
its HK belt range, introduced initially in 2017,
brings the latest technological developments
from the OE into the aftermarket as a means of
upgrading older engines.

BiO – Getting down and dirty

BELTS

A recent phenomenon on downsized GDI engines, in
particular, is the Belt in Oil (BiO) type that, as the name implies,
runs inside the engine and is exposed to the engine oil.
Pioneered by Dayco and introduced as a production first by
the Ford Motor Company on the 1.8-litre 'Lynx' TDCI, to run the
primary drive it replaced the earlier engines' heavier and more
costly Duplex chain, tensioner and cogs arrangement. Unlike
the old chain drive, the belt requires periodic replacement and
we have heard of customers instructing garages to convert
their newer engines back to the older and less efficient chain
design.
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However, the BiO system has been critical in assisting
manufacturers to attain mandatory emissions targets. Ford
rolled-out BiO systems on its all-new 1.0-litre 'Fox' Ecoboost
engine and PSA, Honda and the Volkswagen Group followed
suit. Early press reports claimed that Ford stated its BiO belts

in the Fox engine would last for the lifetime of the car but this
depends on the definition of 'lifetime'. Neglect will reduce
the quoted lifespan in the real world, as will skipped lubricant
changes and incorrect oil being used, which manufacturers
tend not to envisage. Unsurprisingly, history seems to be
repeating itself, where manufacturer claims seem to be a
little short of the mark in the real world and so it has become
necessary to offer replacement BiO kits to the aftermarket.
Gates comments that many engines are approaching their
expected lifecycle limits and that BiO belt replacement is
emerging as a workshop opportunity as owners wish to extend
the lifespan of their cars. The company has announced its
intentions to expand its BiO catalogue throughout this year for
both timing and oil pump belt drives, focussing mainly on Ford
and Volkswagen Group models.

On demand emissions-reduction
To reduce emissions further, car manufacturers work
with their supplier partners to engineer evermore ingenious systems, all of which require
real-world checks and maintenance. The
on-demand water pump, fitted to various
Prince-engined petrol MINIs, BMWs and
PSA brands for example, circulates coolant
only once the engine reaches predetermined
temperatures. As the pump is powered by a
friction wheel that is driven permanently by
the reverse side of an auxiliary belt, a special
fabric must be used. An alternative belt
may fit physically but its longevity would be
compromised if a like-for-like replacement is
not used. This is why quality suppliers will insist
on vehicle-specific belts, while encouraging
garages to resist adopting a 'that'll do' approach.
Another example is combined starter/alternators that
depend on a belt drive. Dayco reported that, to develop a
belt that could tolerate the increased stresses on it during the
starting phase would have dictated that it had to be double
the width, which was not feasible. It said that developing a belt
of a conventional width was, therefore, 'extremely difficult to
achieve' and highlights that fitting a replacement conventional
belt that lacks the necessary OE quality of the original would
not be a fit-for-purpose repair.

Many downsized engines possess BiO oil
pump drives. Do not neglect to replace
these when installing a BiO timing belt
or rebuilding the engine.

THE ENGINE EXPERTS.

ENGINE SYSTEM REPAIR SOLUTIONS
FROM THE ORIGINAL SUPPLIER.
Schaeffler designs and delivers high-tech components and systems
to every leading vehicle manufacturer for original fitment.
The same parts can be found inside our INA innovative complete repair
solutions, with everything included in one box - right down to the last
nut, bolt and washer. This makes them simple to fit whilst maintaining the quality
and reliability of the original components - because they are the original components.
www.repxpert.co.uk | www.schaeffler.co.uk/aftermarket

PYD

MIG
WELDERS

TURBO
AIR
COMPRESSORS

Quality machines from
Britain’s leading supplier
See online for included
accessories
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135TE

MODEL
MIN-MAX AMPS EXC.VAT
PRO90
24-90
£194.99
110E
30-100
£229.98
135TE Turbo
30-130
£249.98
151TE Turbo
30-150
£289.00
175TECM Turbo 30-170
£449.00
205TE Turbo
30-185
£489.00

INC.VAT
£233.99
£275.98
£299.98
£346.80
£538.80
£586.80

GAS, TIPS,
SHROUDS
& WIRE IN
STOCK

£

NO GAS/GAS
MIG WELDERS

Professional type torch with
on/off control Thermal overload
protection Turbo fan cooled
Easy conversion to gas
with optional accessories
FROM ONLY
MIG102NG

124EX.VAT
.99
149INC.VAT

£

.99

£

BEST

*no
gas only

SELLER

# was £263.98 inc.VAT
MODELMIN/MAX AMPS
MIG 102NG* 35/90
MIG 106 NEW 40/100
MIG 145
35/135
MIG 196#
40/180
MIG 240 NEW 50/240

EXC.VAT
£124.99
£159.00
£174.99
£219.00
£399.00

INC.VAT
£149.99
£190.80
£209.99
£262.80
£478.80

NO GAS/GAS
MIG WELDERS
Uses flux cored steel
wire, which creates own
gas shroud as it burns
151EN
FROM ONLY
.98
219EX.VAT
£
.98
263INC.VAT

ARC / TIG
INVERTER
WELDERS

EXC.VAT
£219.98
£234.99
£274.99

INC.VAT
£71.98
£86.39
£87.59
£92.39
£119.98
£125.99
£191.98

FROM ONLY

.98

SEE FULL RANGE
IN-STORE/ONLINE

SOCKET SETS
Top quality chrome
PRO360
vanadium steel.
18 Sockets 8-32mm
Reversible ratchet
Comfort grip handle
ONLY

26EX.VAT
.39
32INC.VAT
.99

£

LIFETIME
GUARANTEE

INC.VAT
£155.98
£179.98
£203.98
£239.98

TORQUE
WRENCH - CHT141

5" Extension
bar 1/2" 3/8" adaptor
28-210 Nm

DIAGNOSTICS
EOBD
39EX.VAT FAULT
£
.98 CODE
47INC.VAT READER
FROM ONLY

TAP & DIE SETS

.98

MODEL
EXC.VAT INC.VAT
EOBD Fault Code Reader
£39.98 £47.98
Engine EOBD/OBD2
£49.98 £59.98
Fault code reader
Engine Diagnostic &
£99.98 £119.98
EOBD/OBD 2 Fault Code Reader

Stands come
complete with
bolt mountings
and feet
anchor holes
FROM ONLY

GRINDERS
& STANDS
6" & 8"
AVAILABLE
WITH LIGHT
STANDS FROM ONLY
£47.98 INC.VAT

.99
32EX.VAT
.59
39INC.VAT

High quality tungsten steel
Supplied in metal
storage case (except
16pce)
FROM ONLY

.99
16EX.VAT
£
.39
20INC.VAT
£

TYPE
EXC.VAT
CHT203 16pce Metric
£16.99
CHT302 24pce UNC/UNF/NPT £21.99
CHT303 28pce Metric
£25.99
CHT304 33pce Metric/UNF/BSP £32.99
CHT774 37pce Metric
£39.98
CHT527 32pce Metric
£48.99
CHT775 52pce Metric/UNF/BSP £56.99
CHT776 76pce Metric
£66.99

# With
sanding belt
*8" whetstone
& 6" drystone
MODEL
DUTY WHEEL
DIA. EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CBG6RP
DIY 150mm £32.99 £39.59
CBG6RZ
PRO 150mm £42.99 £51.59
CBG6RSC
HD 150mm £54.99 £65.99
CBG6SB#
PRO 150mm £56.99 £68.39
CBG6RWC
HD 150mm £59.98 £71.98
CBG8W* (wet) HD 150/200mm £58.99 £70.79

ALUMINIUM
RACING JACKS
Quick lift Non-marking
nylon wheels Rubber
contact pad - helps
protect vehicle
undersides
CTJ1250AB

CEW1100

Ideal for
garage mechanics

.99
94EXC.VAT
£
.99
FOOTERINC.VAT
113
£

*steel chassis
LOW
ENTRY
LIFTING
ONLY MODEL
CAP. EXC.VAT INC.VAT
85MM CTJ1250AB 1.25T £94.99 £113.99
28593LH

£159.98 £191.98
£149.98 £179.98

.98
59EXC.VAT
.98
71INC.VAT

£

710

INC 17, 19,
21, 22MM
SOCKETS
& CASE

£

Nm

.99
24EXC.VAT
.99
FOOTER
29
INC.VAT

£

Ammeter
£
.99
Multi-position
64EX.VAT
.99
charge regulator £
Overload protection 77INC.VAT
on charging cycle
MODEL
MAX AMPS
CHARGE/BOOST EXC.VAT
BC130C
15/120
£64.99
BC190
38/180
£94.99
BC210C
25/200
£119.98
BC410E
35/400
£139.98
WBC180
35/180
£139.98
WBC240
45/240
£159.98
BC205N
30/200
£179.98
WBC400
60/350
£199.00
BC520P
50/510
£239.00

INC.VAT
£77.99
£113.99
£143.98
£167.98
£167.98
£191.98
£215.98
£238.80
£286.80

FROM ONLY

.99
114EXC.VAT
.99
137INC.VAT

£
£

CIR18LIC
MODEL
DESC.
CIR18LIC 2x 2.0Ah Li-Ion
CIR18LI* 2x 4.0Ah Li-Ion
* was £215.98 inc.VAT

EXC.VAT INC.VAT
£114.99 £137.99
£169.98 £203.98

BEST

SELLER

CB09-12

Keep
batteries
in top
condition
over a long
period

MODEL STAGES BATTERY EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CB03-12 3
6Ah-40Ah
12V lead acid £24.99 £29.99
CB09-6/12 9 Up to 80Ah 6V /
12V lead acid £39.98 £47.98
CB09-12 9 Up to 160Ah £59.98 £71.98
12V lead acid & calcium

HYDRAULIC
BOTTLE JACKS
£ .99
8EXC.VAT
.79
FOOTER
10
INC.VAT

£

PRESSURISED
SANDBLASTERS

Heavy duty steel construction
sandblasters for the quick
removal of surface rust, paint,
dirt/grease etc.
CPSB100B
INCLUDES
SANDBLASTING GUN,
DELIVERY HOSE, 4
CERAMIC NOZZLES
AND SAFETY HOOD

MODEL
CBJ2B
CBJ3B
CBJ5B
CTBJ5*
CBJ8B
CBJ10B
CTBJ10*
CBJ12B
CTBJ12*
CBJ15B
CBJ20B
CBJ30B

*Telescopic
Telescopic
Range

JACK
HEIGHT
CAP.
2
3
5
5
8
10
10
12
12
15
20
30

EXC.
(mm)
148-276
180-350
185-355
220-495
190-365
195-375
210-525
200-380
235-580
205-390
217-407
230-370

XEV16/100

†V-Twin *230V

FROM ONLY

.00
399EXC.VAT
.80
478INC.VAT

£
£

AIR
DISP. MOTOR AIR
EXC.
INC
MODEL
cfm (HP) RECEIVER VAT
.VAT
XEV11/100(OL)†* 9
2 100ltr £399.00 £478.80
XEV16/100†*
14
3 100ltr £425.00 £510.00
XEV16/150†*
14
3 150ltr £459.00 £550.80
XEV16/200(OL)†* 14
3 200ltr £525.00 £630.00
XEV16/150(400V)†14
3 150ltr £535.00 £642.00
XE18/200 (OL)* 18
4 200ltr £579.00 £694.80
XET19/200 (OL)* 18
4 200ltr £619.00 £742.80
XEV26/200†
23 5.5 200ltr £739.00 £886.80
XE37/270 (OL)* 36 2x 4 270ltr £1169.00 £1402.80

26EXC.VAT
.39
FOOTER
32
INC.VAT

£ HEADER
.99

INC.
VAT
VAT
£8.99 £10.79
£13.99 £16.79
£16.99 £20.39
£54.99 £65.99
£19.98 £23.98
£24.99 £29.99
£69.98 £83.98
£26.99 £32.39
£89.98 £107.98
£29.98 £35.98
£37.99 £45.59
£59.99 £71.99

£

WORKSHOP
AIR TOOLS

PGF14

64EXC.VAT
.99
FOOTER
77
INC.VAT

£ HEADER
.99

BEST

£

SELLER
CAT131

HUGE CHOICE
IN-STORE/ONLINE

2 & 3 TONNE
TROLLEY JACKS

SSC1000G

FROM ONLY

.98
29EX.VAT
£
.98
35INC.VAT
£

FROM ONLY

.99
139EX.VAT
.99
167INC.VAT

£

STRUT SPRING
COMPRESSOR

JACKS
ALSO IN
STOCK
UP TO 5
TONNE

MODEL

TANK FLOW RATE EX. VAT INC.VAT
VOLUME
REQ.
CPSB100B 32 litre 6-25 cfm £139.99 £167.99
CPSB200B 63 litre 6-25 cfm £169.99 £203.99

CTJ3000G

MODEL
TYPE TONNE EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CTJ2L
Long
2
£29.98 £35.98
CTJ2000LPB
DIY Low Profile 2
£33.99 £40.79
CTJ2250Q
Quick Lift 2.25 £34.99 £41.99
CTJ2250LP*
Low
Profile
2.25
£39.98 £47.98
69EX.VAT CTJ3000GB
Pro Garage 3
£79.98 £95.98
£
.98
83INC.VAT
CTJ3000QLB
Quick Lift 3
£86.99 £104.39
CTJ3QLG
Pro Instant Lift 3
£97.99 £117.59
CP185
CTJ3000G
Pro Garage 3
£99.98 £119.98
Includes hook &
Low Quick Lift 2 £114.99 £137.99
loop backing pad and CTJ2QLP
CTJ1500QULP
Ultra Low
hook & loop wool
Quick Lift 1.5 £156.99 £188.39
polishing bonnet.
1200W motor
* CTJ2250LP has a 2.25 tonne capacity, has a
low entry of only 80mm and includes 2 sockets

PRO 7" SANDER/
POLISHER £
.98

CRANES
450NM

£21.59
£23.98
£40.79

BEST

SELLER
MODEL
DESC.
CFC100 1 ton fold
CFC2000B 2 ton fold
CFC1000LR 1 ton
long reach

HEAVY
DUTY
LONG REACH
JACKS

FROM ONLY

.99
164EXC.VAT
.99
197INC.VAT

£
£

EXC.VAT INC.VAT
£164.99 £197.99
197.99
£199.00 £238.80
238.80
£219.00 £262.80
262.80

Folding and fixed
frames available
Fully tested
Robust, rugged construction
to proof load CFC100
Overload safety valve

FROM ONLY

179EXC.VAT
.98
215INC.VAT

£
£

.98

INC.VAT
£107.98
£113.99
£131.98
£143.98
£167.98
£250.80
£311.98

INDUSTRIAL AIR
COMPRESSORS

FROM
ONLY
HEADER

MODEL
DESC.
TYPE EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CSB20B Compact Cabinet Bench £109.98 £131.98
SB30
Large Cabinet Floor £279.00 £334.80

£

INC.VAT

EXC.VAT
£89.98
£94.99
£109.98
£119.98
£139.98
£209.00
£259.98

INTELLIGENT
AUTOMATIC
CHARGER /
MAINTAINERS

£

FROM ONLY

MODEL
POWER TORQUE EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CEW1000 1/2" 1000W 450Nm £59.98 £71.98
CEW1100 3/4" 1100W 710Nm £89.98 £107.98

3 forward and
reverse gears

CTJ1800A
1.8T
CTJ2500QLG* 2.5T

FROM ONLY

18V ½"
BRUSHLESS
IMPACT
WRENCHES

FROM
ONLY
HEADER

INC.VAT
£20.39
£26.39
£31.19
£39.59
£47.98
£58.79
£68.39
£80.39

CORDED IMPACT
WRENCHES NEW

£
£

BATTERY CHARGERS/
ENGINE STARTERS

109
131

ONLY

MODEL MAX EXC.VAT
CHARGE AMPS
LA4
4
£17.99
LA6
6
£19.98
AC80*
8
£33.99

FROM
ONLY
HEADER

ALUMINIUM OXIDE
POWDER FROM ONLY £ FROM ONLY
.98
£10.99 EX.VAT
EXC.VAT
£13.19 INC.VAT
£
.98 CSB20B
INC.VAT

.99
24EX.VAT
£
.99
29INC.VAT

Top quality belt driven air compressors for industrial &
commercial users inc; garages, factories, workshops
and farms. 10 bar/150psi max working pressure

BC210C

Blast away paint,
surface rust, scale,
burrs, carbon & dirt &
revitalise aluminium
Min. air flow 10cfm
Bench & floor
standing models

1/2"

£

MAX
EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CHARGE AMPS
IBC7 12/24V
7A
£49.98 £59.98
IBC15
12V
15A
£46.99 £56.39
IBC20 12/24V
20A
£59.98 £71.98

BLAST CABINETS

HUGE RANGE OF
RATCHETS, SPANNERS
AND SOCKET SETS

*Automatic
charger
- maintains
FROM ONLY
optimal charging £
.99
17EXC.VAT
condition
.59
21INC.VAT

MODEL VOLTS

ARC
ACTIVATED
HEADSHIELDS

12V BATTERY
CHARGERS

£

IBC20

.99
37EXC.VAT
.59
FOOTER
45
INC.VAT

£

£

£

Efficient inverter
technology Variable
output current
MODEL MIN/MAX ELECTRODE
OUTPUT
DIA.
CURRENT
(MM) EXC.VAT
AT133 10A-130A 2.5/3.2 £129.98
AT162 10A-160A 2.5/3.2/4.0 £149.98
AT135 10A-130A 2.5/3.2 £169.98
AT165 10A-160A 2.5/3.2/4.0 £199.98

£

INC.VAT
£263.98
£281.99
£329.99

Activates instantly when
Arc is struck Protects to
EN379 Suitable for arc,
MIG, TIG & gas welding

129EX.VAT
.98
155INC.VAT

£

.98
49EXC.VAT
.98
59INC.VAT

8/250

*’V’ Twin Pump
MODEL MOTOR CFM TANK
8/250
2HP
7.5 24ltr
7/250
2 HP
7
24ltr
11/250 2.5HP 9.5 24ltr
8/510
2HP
7.5 50ltr
11/510 2.5HP 9.5 50ltr
16/510* 3 HP 14.5 50ltr
16/1010* 3 HP 14.5 100ltr

For lead acid batteries

£

£

.98
59EXC.VAT
£
.98
FOOTER
71
INC.VAT

AMPS EXC.VAT
40-100 £59.98
30-110 £71.99
65-160 £72.99
40-150 £76.99
60-200 £99.98
50-185 £104.99
40-210 £159.98

£
.98
89EXC.VAT
.98
107INC.VAT

£

AC80

£

FROM
ONLY
HEADER

GWH4

NEW
RANGE

FROM ONLY

MODEL AMPS
151EN 30-150
130EN 30-130
160EN 30-150

£

For home user,
automotive
and
industrial
applications. MODEL
SEE THE EA110
FULL
115N
RANGE
EA165
ONLINE & 160N
IN-STORE EA200
#Turbo fan 190N
cooled
235TEN#

INTELLIGENT
BATTERY
CHARGER/
MAINTAINERS

£

FROM
ONLY
HEADER

ARC
WELDERS

FROM ONLY

WHERE QUALITY
COSTS LESS

FROM ONLY

.99
194EX.VAT
.99
233INC.VAT

£

Superb range ideal
for DIY, hobby &
semi-professional use

SUPERSTORES
NATIONWIDE

.99
129EXC.VAT
.99
155INC.VAT

£
£

NEW
RANGE

BOLTLESS
QUICK ASSEMBLY
STEEL SHELVING

Simple fast assembly
in minutes using only
a hammer
FROM
ONLY
HEADER

.98
29EXC.VAT
.98
FOOTER
35
INC.VAT

£

CTJ2GLS

NEW

Foot operated
hydraulic powered
Adjustable for
springs up to 400mm
dia. & 520mm in
length Adjustable
spring retainers
Inc. spring
retaining guard

£

150
KG

SAVE

10%
1

ASSEMBLES
AS BENCH OR

RA
#was £418.80 inc. VAT
CORNER UNIT
EXT
*was £538.80 inc. VAT
CHOICE OF 5 COLOURS
WHEN YOU BUY
MODEL TONNES EXC.VAT INC. VAT
4 SHELVING UNITS
CTJ2GLS 2 £179.98 £215.98
AND
CTJ3GLS 3 £249.00 £298.80
RED, BLUE, GREY,
SAVE AT LEAST
CTJ5GLS# 5 £339.00 £406.80
SILVER OR
£23.99 INC.VAT
GALVANISED STEEL
CTJ10GLS* 10 £439.00 £526.80

EASY TO USE WEBSITE
VER
NOW O

NEW

21,000

PRODUCTS ONLINE!
For hard-to-find,
specialist items
visit the

Over 12, 24 or 36 months
Purchases over £300
12.9% APR, 10% Deposit*

Over

600

section on

TURBO FAN GAS

Provides essential home,
Offering low cost, HEATERS
garage and roadside
£
.99
efficient heating
assistance Integral work
64EX.VAT
light 910 includes air
£
.99
DUAL
77INC.VAT
compressor Long life battery
VOLTAGE
STARTING PEAK
EXC.
INC.
230&
FROM ONLY
MODEL
BOOST AMPS
VAT
VAT
£
.98
79EXC.VAT
900
400
900
£64.99 £77.99
PROPANE
VOLT
£
.98
JS1100
500
1100
£69.98 £83.98
IN STOCK
GAS FIRED
95
INC.VAT
FROM £226.80
910
400
900
£72.99 £87.59
MAX
EXC.
INC.
JS1100C
500
1100
£79.98 £95.98
MODEL
OUTPUT KW VAT
VAT
4000
700
1500 £129.98 £155.98
Little
Devil
II
10.3
£79.98
£95.98
JS12/24
1000
2000 £159.98 £191.98
Devil 700
15
£99.98 £119.98
JS12/24Li 600
1200 £179.98 £215.98
Devil 900
24.9 £139.98 £167.98
Devil 1600
36.6 £169.98 £203.98
Devil 2100
49.8 £259.00 £310.80
Devil 4000
131 £429.00 £514.80
MICRO

110

1m LEADS

GARAGES/WORKSHOPS
IDEAL ALL-WEATHER
PROTECTION

FROM
ONLY
HEADER

.00
229EXC.VAT
£
.80
FOOTERINC.VAT
274
£

BRIGHT WHITE
LENGTH
INTERIOR
UP TO 24'

Ideal for use as a
garage/workshop
Extra tough triple layer
weatherproof cover
Heavy duty powder
coated steel tubing
ZIP CLOSE DOOR
Ratchet tight
tensioning
MODEL
SIZE (LxWxH) EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CIG81015
4.5 x 3 x 2.4M £229.00 £274.80
CIG81020
6.1 x 3 x 2.4M £289.00 £346.80
CIG81216 4.8 x 3.7 x 2.5M £279.00 £334.80
CIG81220 6.1 x 3.7 x 2.5M £339.00 £406.80
CIG81224 7.3 x 3.7 x 2.5M £419.00 £502.80

FROM ONLY

.98
89EX.VAT
.98
107INC.VAT
£

BODY
REPAIR
KITS

CS10BRK

JUMP
STARTS

Ideal
ELECTRIC
for
HEATERS
starting
FROM ONLY
£
.98
DEVIL
cars,
49EX.VAT
SELLER
charging
6003
£
.98
59INC.VAT
JSM200
phones, etc.
MODEL
START
PEAK
FROM ONLY
DEVIL
£
.98
BOOST BOOST
EXC.VAT INC.VAT 7003
49EXC.VAT
JSM200 200A
400A
£49.98 £59.98
£
.98
59INC.VAT
JSM300 300A
500A
£64.99 £77.99
JSM350 350A
500A
£84.99 £101.99 MODEL VOLTAGE HEAT EXC.VAT
OUTPUT KW
DEVIL 6003 230V 1.5-3
£49.98
CAR CREEPERS
DEVIL 7003 230V
3
£59.98
• Oil resistant vinyl covered padded DEVIL 6005 400V 2.5-5
£69.98
backs & headrests • Swivel castors DEVIL 7005 400V
5
£84.99
for easy manoeuvrability DEVIL 6009 400V 4.5-9 £109.00
FROM ONLY
DEVIL 6015 400V 5-10-15 £169.00
£
.99
22EX.VAT DEVIL 7015 400V 15 £199.98

BEST

.59
27INC.VAT

£

MODEL
DESCRIPTION EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CMC36
Car creeper
£22.99 £27.59
CMC40
With tool storage £37.99 £45.59
CMC45 With adjustable headrest£29.98 £35.98
CMC50 Folding car creeper £49.98 £59.98

PARTS WASHER
FLUID FROM
£5.99 INC.VAT

FROM ONLY

.98
39EX.VAT
.98
47INC.VAT

£
£

Fast snap
connector attachments for quick & easy assembly
Hydraulic pump, ram & hose with various tubes,
pieces & connectors Includes metal case
* Fast action pump
MODEL
CAPACITY EXC.VAT
INC.VAT
CS4BRK
4 tonne
£89.98
£107.98
CS10SBRK *10 tonne £149.00
£178.80
CS10BRK
10 tonne £149.98
£179.98

MODEL TANK CAP.
CW2D
10Ltrs
CW1D
45Ltrs
CWM20 22.5Ltrs
CW40
75Ltrs

FROM ONLY

99EX.VAT
.98
119INC.VAT
£

TYPE EXC.VAT
Bench £39.98
Floor £99.98
Floor £139.98
Floor £159.98

INC.VAT
£47.98
£119.98
£167.98
£191.98

PETROL
GENERATORS

.98

£

FROM ONLY

ENGINE

.98 STANDS
49EXC.VAT
£
.98
59INC.VAT
£

CES680F

MODEL
CES340
CES450
CES560
CES680F
V

CAPACITY
340kg
450kg
560kg
680kg

EXC.
VAT
£49.98
£64.99
£74.99
£99.98

Rotates
through 360˚
Fully tested
to proof load

INC. *Folds for
VAT storage
£59.98
£77.99
£89.99
£119.98

Honda
engine
models
available
CHECK FRAME TYPE
WHEN ORDERING

MODEL
G720
G1200
PG2500
PG3800
PG3800DV
PG6500DVES

28593RH

£59.98
£71.98
£83.98
£101.99
£130.80
£202.80
£239.98

DIESEL/PARAFFIN
HEATERS

KVA
0.7
1.1
2.2
3
3
5.5

PG3800
HP
6.5
7
7
13

EXC.VAT INC.VAT
£99.98 £119.98
£159.98 £191.98
£179.98 £215.98
£239.98 £287.98
£269.00 £322.80
£499.00 £598.80

.00

Ideal for fast
efficient heating
Extra-long run fuel
tanks – up to 53 litres
Variable heat output with
thermostat control
MODEL MAX OUTPUT EXC.VAT
XR60
14.7kW
£189.00
XR80
20.5kW
£239.00
XR110 29.3kW
£289.00
XR160 46.9kW
£349.00
XR210 61.5kW
£399.00

PRO TOOL CHESTS
& CABINETS
XR80

FROM ONLY

.99
72EXC.VAT
.59
87INC.VAT

£

INC.VAT
£226.80
£286.80
£346.80
£418.80
£478.80

£

RUBBER
GRIP SIDE
HANDLES

1
2

AXLE STANDS
Ratchet action for
quick height adjustment
Sold in pairs FROM ONLY
.99
#per single £12EX.VAT
stand
£
.59
15INC.VAT
*Aluminium
MAX MIN/MAX
MODEL
TONS HEIGHT EXC.VAT INC.VAT
CAX2TF
2 235-360mm £12.99 £15.59
CAX3TP
3 325-490mm £21.99 £26.39
CAX-3TBC
3 300-430mm £23.99 £28.79
CAX6TP
6 333-500mm £29.98 £35.98
CAX-6TBC
6 400-615mm £34.99 £41.99
CAX3TA*
3 295-395mm £49.98 £59.98
CAX10TP#
10 450-750mm £86.99 £104.39

engineering & industrial
applications
CDP152B
FROM ONLY B = Bench
£
.98 mounted
69EXC.VAT
£
.98 F = Floor
83INC.VAT
standing
£
.99
44EXC.VAT
MOTOR (W) EXC.
INC.
£
.99
MODEL
SPEEDS
VAT
VAT
53INC.VAT
3" CASTORS PER PAIR
CDP5EB 350 / 5 £69.98 £83.98
Four non-marking castors for easy
CDP102B 350 / 5 £79.98 £95.98
movement in confined spaces Heavy duty steel CDP152B 450 / 12 £149.98 £179.98
construction - load rating 500kg per dolly
CDP202B 450 / 16 £189.00 £226.80
CDP10B 370 / 12 £199.98 £239.98
CDP352F 550 / 16 £229.00 £274.80
CAR RAMPS
CDP452B 550 / 16 £239.00 £286.80
Lift cars
CDP502F 1100 / 12 £549.00 £658.80
safely and
FROM ONLY
£
.99
quickly
27
EX.VAT
HYDRAULIC
Tough
£
.59
PRESSES
angled steel 33INC.VAT
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
construction PER PAIR
Built
for
tough
daily
use
in
MODEL CAPACITY EXC.VAT INC.VAT
automotive/industrial workshops
CR2
2000kg £27.99 £33.59
* Available with/without 7 pce
CRW25 2500kg £36.99 £44.39
pin, bracket & pressing plate kit
INVERTER
‡ Adjustable polycarbonate safety
screen # Economy model
GENERATORS
CSA10BB
Produces sine wave &
MODEL
EXC.VAT INC.VAT
stable power, essential for
BEST
4 tonne bench# £139.98 £167.98
computers & sensitive
SELLER
10 tonne bench* £209.00 £250.80
equipment Low
12 tonne floor*# £269.00 £322.80
noise Fuel Efficient
FROM ONLY
20 tonne floor £359.00 £430.80 £
Eco Throttle 12V
.98
30 tonne floor‡ £769.00 £922.80 £139EX.VAT
battery charging
.98
50 tonne floor‡ £1498.00 £1797.60 167INC.VAT
facility Up to 7 hours
run time on 3/4 load
ANGLE GRINDERS
4 stroke
FROM ONLY
£
.98
engine
FROM ONLY
179EXC.VAT
£
.99
£
.98
IG1200B
CAG800B
24EX.VAT
215INC.VAT
.99
INC. DISC
MAX WEIGHT
EXC.
INC. £29INC.VAT
& HANDLE
MODEL OUTPUT
KG
VAT
VAT
IG950B
800W
9.3
£179.98 £215.98
MODEL DISC (MM) MOTOR EXC.VAT INC.VAT
12.4 £249.98 £299.98
IG1200B 1100W
CAG800B
115
800W £24.99 £29.99
IG3500F 3400W
35
£329.00 £394.80
CON1150
115
1150W £27.99 £33.59
19.4 £349.98 £419.98
IG2000B 1800W
CAG2350C
230
2350W
£52.99 £63.59
2200W
26.6 £389.00 £466.80
IG2200

OPEN MON-FRI 8.30-6.00,
SAT 8.30-5.30, SUN 10.00-4.00

NORWICH 282a Heigham St. NR2 4LZ
NOTTINGHAM 211 Lower Parliament St.
PETERBOROUGH 417 Lincoln Rd. Millfield
PLYMOUTH 58-64 Embankment Rd. PL4 9HY
POOLE 137-139 Bournemouth Rd. Parkstone
PORTSMOUTH 277-283 Copnor Rd. Copnor
PRESTON 53 Blackpool Rd. PR2 6BU
SHEFFIELD 453 London Rd. Heeley. S2 4HJ
SIDCUP 13 Blackfen Parade, Blackfen Rd
SOUTHAMPTON 516-518 Portswood Rd.
SOUTHEND 1139-1141 London Rd. Leigh on Sea
STOKE-ON-TRENT 382-396 Waterloo Rd. Hanley
SUNDERLAND 13-15 Ryhope Rd. Grangetown
SWANSEA 7 Samlet Rd. Llansamlet. SA7 9AG
SWINDON 21 Victoria Rd. SN1 3AW
TWICKENHAM 83-85 Heath Rd.TW1 4AW
WARRINGTON Unit 3, Hawley’s Trade Pk.
WIGAN 2 Harrison Street, WN5 9AU
WOLVERHAMPTON Parkfield Rd. Bilston
WORCESTER 48a Upper Tything. WR1 1JZ

EXTRA
LARGE
DRAWER
PULLS

2

CHROME
SPOKED
WHEELS

EXTRA WIDE 56"
CHESTS/CABINETS
IN STOCK

The ultimate in
tool storage

AWD1

EXETER 16 Trusham Rd. EX2 8QG
01392 256 744
GATESHEAD 50 Lobley Hill Rd. NE8 4YJ
0191 493 2520
GLASGOW 280 Gt Western Rd. G4 9EJ
0141 332 9231
GLOUCESTER 221A Barton St. GL1 4HY
01452 417 948
GRIMSBY ELLIS WAY, DN32 9BD
01472 354435
HULL 8-10 Holderness Rd. HU9 1EG
01482 223161
ILFORD 746-748 Eastern Ave. IG2 7HU
0208 518 4286
IPSWICH Unit 1 Ipswich Trade Centre, Commercial Road 01473 221253
LEEDS 227-229 Kirkstall Rd. LS4 2AS
0113 231 0400
LEICESTER 69 Melton Rd. LE4 6PN
0116 261 0688
LINCOLN Unit 5. The Pelham Centre. LN5 8HG
01522 543 036
LIVERPOOL 80-88 London Rd. L3 5NF
0151 709 4484
LONDON CATFORD 289/291 Southend Lane SE6 3RS 0208 695 5684
LONDON 6 Kendal Parade, Edmonton N18
020 8803 0861
LONDON 503-507 Lea Bridge Rd. Leyton, E10
020 8558 8284
LUTON Unit 1, 326 Dunstable Rd, Luton LU4 8JS 01582 728 063
MAIDSTONE 57 Upper Stone St. ME15 6HE
01622 769 572
MANCHESTER ALTRINCHAM 71 Manchester Rd. Altrincham 0161 9412 666
MANCHESTER CENTRAL 209 Bury New Road M8 8DU
0161 241 1851
MANCHESTER OPENSHAW Unit 5, Tower Mill, Ashton Old Rd 0161 223 8376
MANSFIELD 169 Chesterfield Rd. South
01623 622160
MIDDLESBROUGH Mandale Triangle, Thornaby
01642 677881

TOOL CHESTS
& CABINETS

1

189EXC.VAT
£
.80
226INC.VAT
£

DRILL PRESSES
AUTOMOTIVE
Range of precision bench
WHEEL DOLLY SET & floor presses for enthusiast,

VISIT YOUR LOCAL SUPERSTORE

BARNSLEY Pontefract Rd, Barnsley, S71 1EZ
01226 732297
B’HAM GREAT BARR 4 Birmingham Rd.
0121 358 7977
B’HAM HAY MILLS 1152 Coventry Rd, Hay Mills
0121 7713433
BOLTON 1 Thynne St. BL3 6BD
01204 365799
BRADFORD 105-107 Manningham Lane. BD1 3BN 01274 390962
BRIGHTON 123 Lewes Rd, BN2 3QB
01273 915999
BRISTOL 1-3 Church Rd, Lawrence Hill. BS5 9JJ
0117 935 1060
BURTON UPON TRENT 12a Lichfield St. DE14 3QZ
01283 564 708
CAMBRIDGE 181-183 Histon Road, Cambridge. CB4 3HL 01223 322675
CARDIFF 44-46 City Rd. CF24 3DN
029 2046 5424
CARLISLE 85 London Rd. CA1 2LG
01228 591666
CHELTENHAM 84 Fairview Road. GL52 2EH
01242 514 402
CHESTER 43-45 St. James Street. CH1 3EY
01244 311258
COLCHESTER 4 North Station Rd. CO1 1RE
01206 762831
COVENTRY Bishop St. CV1 1HT
024 7622 4227
CROYDON 423-427 Brighton Rd, Sth Croydon
020 8763 0640
DARLINGTON 214 Northgate. DL1 1RB
01325 380 841
DEAL (KENT) 182-186 High St. CT14 6BQ
01304 373 434
DERBY Derwent St. DE1 2ED
01332 290 931
DONCASTER Wheatley Hall Road
01302 245 999
DUNDEE 24-26 Trades Lane. DD1 3ET
01382 225 140
EDINBURGH 163-171 Piersfield Terrace
0131 659 5919

INC.VAT

FROM ONLY

0844 880 1265

BIG

PARTS
WASHERS

£

• IN-STORE
• ONLINE
• PHONE

PRICE CUTS &
NEW PRODUCTS

FROM ONLY

BEST
SELLER EXTRA LONG

PAGE

CATALOGUE

machinemart.co.uk
JUMP STARTS

GET
YOUR
FREE
COPY
NOW!

508

01603 766402
0115 956 1811
01733 311770
01752 254050
01202 717913
023 9265 4777
01772 703263
0114 258 0831
0208 3042069
023 8055 7788
01702 483 742
01782 287321
0191 510 8773
01792 792969
01793 491717
020 8892 9117
01925 630 937
01942 323 785
01902 494186
01905 723451

MODEL
1 CBB209B
CBB210B
CBB203B
CBB215B
2 CBB217B
CBB213B

DESCRIPTION
9 Dr Chest
10 Dr Chest
3 Dr step up
5 Dr Cabinet
7 Dr Cabinet
3 Dr Cabinet

EXC. VAT
£129.98
£139.98
£72.99
£199.98
£249.98
£199.98

MECHANICS’ TOOL
CHEST & CABINETS

REAR LOCKING
SECURITY BARS

CTC1300B

LARGE
CAPACITY
LOWER
STORAGE
WITH
LOCKABLE
DOORS
FROM ONLY

.98
69EXC.VAT
.98
83INC.VAT

£
£

MODEL
DESCRIPTION EXC. VAT INC. VAT
CTC600B
6 Dr Chest
£69.98 £83.98
CTC900B
9 Dr Chest
£84.99 £101.99
CTC800B 8 Dr Combination
Chest/Cabinet £119.98 £143.98
CTC500B
5 Dr Cabinet £114.99 £137.99
CTC700B
7 Dr Cabinet £129.98 £155.98
CTC1300B 13 Dr Combination
Chest/Cabinet £159.98 £191.98

5 EASY WAYS TO BUY...
SUPERSTORES
NATIONWIDE

ONLINE
www.machinemart.co.uk
TELESALES
0115 956 5555

CLICK & COLLECT

OVER 10,000 LOCATIONS

CALL & COLLECT
AT STORES TODAY

Calls to the catalogue request number above (0844 880 1265) cost 7p per minute plus your telephone company’s network access charge. For security reasons, calls may be monitored. All prices correct
at time of going to press. We reserve the right to change products and prices at any time. All offers subject to availability, E&OE. Terms & conditions apply see machinemart.co.uk/finance for more details

*

INC. VAT
£155.98
£167.98
£87.59
£239.98
£299.98
£239.98

BringItOn4Ben
Challenge: Can you
spare a pound and
fund vital support?
AUTOTECHNICIAN’S NATHAN WISE WILL TAKE ON THE
NATIONAL 3 PEAKS CHALLENGE IN SEPTEMBER TO
RAISE MONEY FOR THREE SPECIAL CHARITIES AND
WE’D BE OVER THE MOON IF SOME OF YOU DEAR
READERS COULD SPARE JUST A POUND TO HELP
FUND THE CRUCIAL SUPPORT NATHAN’S CHOSEN
CHARITIES PROVIDE.
Our Digital Brand Manager Nathan Wise has
accepted the call from automotive charity to
#BringItOn4Ben and will attempt to climb the
three highest peaks of Scotland, England and
Wales – Ben Nevis, Scafell Pike and Snowdon –
within 24 hours, on September 28.
“On behalf of Autotechnician Magazine I am
going to embark on the 'National Three Peaks
Challenge', to raise money for Ben, Papyrus and the Kenward
Trust. I'll be attempting this challenge in memory of Mick
'Mildred' Rees – a loving son and brother, great friend and
talented mechanic, 30.01.1989 - 06.05.2018.
“I've spent a week trekking in Switzerland in the past and I
spent 4-5 years in the RAF Cadets, so I have some experience
of things like this – jut nothing for 24 hours solid. I'm pretty fit
and active in general, but I plan on taking the family to Wales/
Snowdon over the summer so I can do some test runs. I'll also
be doing what I can in the gym.
“I set my target at £2,000, which I think is achievable. If just 25%

Nathan’s 24-hour 3 Peaks
Challenge itinerary:

EVENT

8am Saturday

40

of our FB followers donated just £1, I'm there."
Nathan is attempting the trek in memory of his friend Mick
Rees. Mick’s mother describes the important
work undertaken by the Papyrus and the
Kenward Trust: “To lose someone you love is
always devastating and heart breaking, but to
lose someone so young to suicide somehow
adds to the state of grief. To know your loved
one chose to end their life is soul destroying.
Whether you are their mother, as in my case, a
sibling, family member or a friend, always there
is the question – could I have prevented it?
Papyrus is a charity that focuses on preventing
suicide amongst our young people with a view
to offering help, advice and support, and ultimately save
lives. In addition to Papyrus, we have chosen another charity
called Kenward Trust, which is a rehabilitation centre offering
much needed help and support for both alcohol and drug
addiction. A problem that seems to be increasing throughout
today’s society and in many cases often leads to suicide. Both
charities do outstanding work and offer help and support to
create better futures. We have chosen them both in honour of
Michael Rees who gave up on life 6th May 2018.”
Autotechnician would be very grateful if you could visit
Nathan’s fundraising page and give whatever you can:
www.virginmoneygiving.com/autotech2019

7.30pm Saturday
Arrive at Scafell Pike and begin the climb, walking for
around four hours.
11.30pm Saturday

Meet by Fort William railway station for safety briefing

Complete Scafell Pike. Hot breakfast then four-hour drive to
Snowdon.

8.30am Saturday

3.30am Sunday

Begin the Challenge at Ben Nevis, aiming for a five-hour climb.

Arrive at Snowdon and begin climb of around five hours.

1.30pm Saturday

8.30am Sunday

Complete Ben Nevis and travel by minibus to Scafell Pike.

Complete the Three Peaks Challenge!

If you would like to take on this challenge or view other fundraising activities, visit Ben.org.uk.

Parts, Tools & Tips
New Products, fitting tips & technical advice to ease fault-finding and installation

NEW
PERFORMANCE
MOTOR OIL
Eco-Z 0W-20 is the latest
addition to Comma’s
Performance Motor Oil
range.

PARTS UPDATE
Blue Print aims to introduce up to 100 new parts each
month across its product ranges, such as filters, clutches,
braking and sensors. A recent update included a fuel filter
with gaskets for the Mitsubishi L300 (1980-2013), brake
discs for the Jaguar E-Pace (2017-)/Land Rover Discovery
Sport (2014-), Range Rover Evoque (2011-) and a
Concentric Slave Cylinder (pictured here) for Ford Mondeo
(1993-2007)/Jaguar X-Type (2001-2011) Seat Alhambra
(7V)/VW Sharan (7M).
New products are said to be put through intensive testing
to match OE specifications and standards to promote a
‘Right First Time’ fitment. Its online catalogue, detailing its
febi and SWAG parts, can be found at
www.partsfinder.bilsteingroup.com.

The fully synthetic, high
performance 0W-20
oil for modern petrol
& diesel engines is
designed to promote
high fuel economy and is
said to provide excellent
low speed pre-ignition
(LSPI) protection and
protects after-treatment
systems, including petrol particulate filters.
The new formulation grade is recommended for use in the
latest Vauxhall, Mercedes-Benz and BMW cars and also meets
the latest Vauxhall specification OV0401547 (ex Dexos 2
2nd Gen). Comma also recommends its use in applications
requiring: MB 229.71; BMW LL17FE+ (backwardly compatible
with BMW LL14FE+); Vauxhall OV0401547; ILSAC GF-5; ACEA
C5, API SN, SN PLUS, SN-RC.
The new grade is now available in 1L, 5L and 20L pack sizes and
is supported by Comma's 100% Compatibility Guarantee.

TROUBLESHOOTING GUIDE
MAHLE Aftermarket has produced a troubleshooting guide offering technical
support on potential issues caused by engine components and filters.
The 72-page book titled ‘Engine Components and Filters: Damage Profiles, Probable
Causes and Prevention’, has nine sections, including piston rings, cylinder liners,
valves, bearings and filters, supporting the diagnosis and repair of common engine
problems that can occur with parts replacement, fault or wear.

Each example has profile images and diagrams of the affected parts, helping
technicians accurately get to the root of problems as quickly as possible.
Head of Technical, Richard Clarke, says: “Numerous stringent checks during and
after production [of its engine components and filters] guarantee the highest
quality of MAHLE products. This brochure reflects problems that can and do
occur during operation, which can usually be attributed to the engine, with
operating or assembly errors as well as inadequate lubrication and fuels being some of
the main breakdown causes.”
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It summarises typical types of damage, describing probable causes and gives
information on how to prevent these issues in the future.
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SECURE THE
OBD PORT
On Board Defence
has developed
OBD port security
hardware that
permanently
integrates into a
vehicle without the
need to cut into
the wiring. It works by stopping information travelling to the
OBD port when Portector is armed, preventing a thief from
accessing it.
Portector provides the owner with the authorisation as to
who gets access to the vehicle information with OBD Port
Authorisation Cards. These cards are required to temporarily
switch off Portector and allows full access to the vehicle.
It has been independently tested and is Thatcham
Quality Assured. Portector is supplied with two OBD Port
Authorisation Cards and a three-year warranty.
If you'd like to become an approved supplier, or
purchase one for your own vehicle,
call Dave or Paul on the number
below. It will cost £108 ex. VAT
for Autotechnician readers,
with an RRP of £300-£350
fitted.
01295 533 011

AUDI BRAKE PADS
Textar has added seven new brake pads to its aftermarket
range for marques including Audi A8 2010, Audi Q7 2015,
Audi A4 2016, Audi A5 2016, Audi A8 2017, Audi Q5 2016
and Audi Q7 2016.
The Textar brand, manufactured by TMD Friction, covers 99%
of the UK car parc and includes pads, discs, accessories and
brake fluid available for next-day delivery.
The range of brakes pads is complemented by a wide range
of discs, including high carbon as well as composite discs.
textar.com

ADVANCE BUSINESS WITH
AN ATL
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Time is money so having equipment
that frees up staff and performs tasks
automatically will boost efficiency and
the bottom line.
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An automated test lane (ATL) enables fast
and efficient MOT testing using just one
technician. The Sun ATL from Snap-on
includes a vehicle lift, emissions analyser,
brake tester, headlight beam tester,
jacking beam, play detectors and rear slip
plates.
Minimal training is required as it uses Windows-based
software and tests can be performed either manually or in
fully automatic mode. Homa Ebrahim, owner of A&S MOT in
Reading, purchased a Sun system and says: "We know that
once you get a customer in for an MOT you’re more likely to
get them in the door again for a service or repair. MOTs are
therefore a major part of our business – it’s critical that the
equipment we use is reliable, as something breaking down for

a day means you lose a day’s revenue. Aside from the money,
it can have so many knock-on effects. It was important that we
selected the right equipment.”
The Sun ATL, when it is not being used for testing, can be used
for wheel alignment work.
01553 692 422

QUALITY YOU CAN TRUST EVERY TIME

ESSENTIAL TYRE CHANGERS THAT
WON’T BREAK THE BANK
The Essentials range of Hunter tyre changers,
available from Pro-Align, offer smaller workshops
and tyre retailers low-cost garage equipment
backed by comprehensive aftersales support.
In the unlikely event of any technical issues,
workshops can get support from the Pro-Align
team. MD Paul Beaurain explains: “Our new
Essentials Range of tyre changers is the ideal
choice for workshops who aspire to own Hunter
equipment but are operating on a very restricted
budget.”
The Hunter TCX45 is described as a no-fuss
traditional swing arm column tyre changer. It
features a manual position swing arm column, bidirectional turntable, side shovel and bead press
system – all operated via the foot pedals.
The Hunter TCX52 is ideal for those workshops
looking for a traditional tilt column tyre changer.
Featuring an air powered tilt column, bidirectional turntable, side shovel and bead press
system, the TCX52 is also operated via a footpedal system.
01327 323 007

BATTERY TESTER PROVIDES CUSTOMER
REPORTS
Diagnostic equipment supplier Launch UK introduces the BST-860
battery tester system, that can test 6V, 12V and 24V batteries, as well
as the Stop/Start battery and other related electrical systems.

Features include simultaneous detection of the battery and circuit
system, a USB port so you can export service records and a support
automatic temperature compensation function.
Its range of diagnostic products can be found online, alongside
technical support, including troubleshooting guides, software errors,
setup guides, common service procedures, vehicle coverage and DTC
codes lists.
www.launchtech.co.uk
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The battery test result is given within three seconds, with a ‘Good’
or ‘To replace’ command. With an in-built calibration system, the
device is suitable for various vehicle types, including passenger cars,
motorcycles and commercial vehicles. It has a large LCD screen,
simple to use interface and has an industrial case design with ABS
acid-proof plastic. It has an integrated thermal printer, so that users
can hand a testing report to customers.
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HMRC APPROVAL
Garage Data Systems has had its GDS Management
System software successfully reviewed and approved by
HMRC for the upcoming ‘Making Tax Digital’ legislation.
The legislation comes into effect in April and requires VAT
Returns to be submitted to HMRC by approved software
– VAT registered businesses will no longer be able to
submit their VAT Returns online on the HMRC website as a
manual process by keying in the figures by hand.
The GDS system has always been able to generate a
VAT Return document but now also allows electronic
submission using secure protocols over the Internet. This
means that existing GDS customers will not need to start
using Xero or Sage if they don’t already do so.
Customers who have a current support and maintenance
agreement will be eligible for a free software update,
delivered via the usual software channels. Workshops who
no longer have this agreement in place are encouraged
to renew it and get the update.

 info@gds.co.uk

BRAKING NEWS
Comline’s braking programme services 95% of European,
Japanese and Korean vehicles, and pads undergo extensive
quality tests, with many surpassing the demands of R90
regulations.
The latest list of new-comers includes twenty-four brake
pad references catering for a variety of makes and models.
References for popular makes include: CBP02361 – a set of
front brake pads for the Ford KA (2016-onwards), CBP02368
front and CBP02369 rear brake pads attuned to the Ford Fiesta
(2017-onwards), plus CBP02367 front and CPB02380 brake pads
catering for Vauxhall Crossland (2017-onwards).
Pads within its expansive range feature OE-type noise
cancelling technologies and are complemented by a
comprehensive range of brake discs – many of which are
coated to ease replacement.

SMALL WRENCH PACKS A BIG PUNCH
Chicago Pneumatic has a new ½” impact wrench, designed to
provide power, comfort and durability in workshop or roadside
assistance tasks such as tyre changing.
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Weighing in at 2 kilos and delivering 960 ft. lbs (1,300 Nm)
of power in forward and reverse, the CP7748 impact wrench
provides a high power-to-weight ratio.
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It features a forward/reverse and power control ring system, so
you can change direction by pushing buttons easily with one
hand, or by turning the ring from anywhere around the tool.
The CP7748 also offers two different settings in the forward
position (40 per cent of maximum power and full power) and
a full power setting in reverse. The ring system facilitates use
in tight places without having to remove the tool to change
direction.
The tool is shorter than its predecessor, measuring just 6.89
inches (17.5 cm) in length and has a 360° swivel air inlet. A
curved handle which uses rubber material at the back of
the tool eases handling and prevents the tool from slipping
through dirty and oily fingers.
Chicago Pneumatic has designed the new impact wrench

with durability in mind. Featuring a hard chromium aluminium
cylinder that surrounds the motor and twin hammer
mechanism, the CP7748 impact wrench delivers optimum
performance in the toughest operating environment.

SPRING DEALS ON OFFER

MAGNETIC ABS RINGS

Sealey’s Spring promotion includes more than 600 deals
on tools and equipment and offers discounts up to
59% off list price. The promotion has over 90 new lines
incorporated within the 23 sections, covering: Hand Tools,
Power & Lighting, Jacking & Lifting, Welding & Cutting,
Motorcycle Tools, Air & Vehicle Service Tools and Parts
Cleaning. The promotion runs until the end of May.

Apec Braking’s range of over 6,000 braking products has grown
further with the launch of its magnetic ABS rings. Initial part
numbers cover numerous popular applications, including
Citroen C3 and C4, Peugeot 207 and 307, Vauxhall Crossland
X, Renault Clio/Espace/Kangoo/Megane and Laguna, and the
Mercedes-Benz Citan.

Sealey’s 2019/20 Tool Catalogue is also now available
and has more than 1,000 new products, with over 2,000
consumables.

The magnetic rings complement Apec’s existing range of
Teeth and Window-type ABS rings. All versions have anticorrosion coating to protect against extreme environments
and are manufactured to be direct replacements for Original
Equipment.

XENON REPLACEMENT ADVICE
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Automotive lighting specialist Ring conducted research into
the efficiency of xenon HID headlamps over time and results
suggest that garages should be advising customers to replace
them if they are more than three years old.
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Ring’s findings show that while xenon HID headlamps may still
illuminate and appear white, after three years the light output
will have dropped significantly – potentially below legal limits.
Tests conducted within its beam laboratories found that the
overall lumens light output from four-year-old HID bulbs had
dropped by around 17.5% compared to equivalent new bulbs,
enough to take them below the legal limits for light output as
set out in ECE Reg 99. The lux output at the brightest point of
the beam had dropped by around 59.5% when compared to a
new bulb’s performance.

optimal driving conditions.”

“When a customer is in for a MOT and service, it’s the ideal
opportunity to discuss xenon HID bulbs and replacement,”
says Product Manager Carl Harrison. “It’s a value-added service
that provides an opportunity for garages, who can offer
bulb replacement, and improves driving conditions for their
customers. The driver may not have noticed the reduction in
visibility as the change will have been gradual, meaning that
advice from professionals is even more necessary to ensure

Continues Harrison: “There’s a perception that xenon HIDs must
be fitted by a main dealer. This is not the case, and we want
to ensure that independent garages don’t miss out on fitting
xenon HIDs. There’s even an opportunity to upsell to brighter
and whiter options. These upgrade bulbs put more light on
the road than standard HIDs, or produce a whiter light for an
even more high spec look and a match to LED daytime running
lamps.”

Around 10% of the cars on UK roads have xenon HID bulbs
fitted and should be installed by a trained technician. Ring says
they must always be replaced in pairs, if not, the colour output
will be mismatched.

NEW INNOVATION!

REACH THE UNREACHABLE!
www.WD40.co.uk
DRIVES OUT MOISTURE

STOPS SQUEAKS

LOOSENS RUSTED PARTS

CLEANS & PROTECTS

FREES STICKY MECHANISMS

The combined IMI Advanced Learning Level 2
and 3 qualifications are aimed at technicians. It
allows you to gain an understanding of hazards,
the different types of construction, function and
diagnostics of high voltage systems. You will learn
also how to make the system safe before and
during routine maintenance operations, plus basic
handling and removal of certain systems and fault
code diagnostics.

Training Special Analysis: Pro-Moto's
Hybrid/EV Level 2 & 3
Whether you are a Hybrid/EV 'liker' or 'hater',
Rob Marshall attended the IMI-accredited course
in March and argues that it is beneficial not
only for technicians' safety but also for garage
management's duty-of-care obligations.

Despite around 65% of the course being 'classroom' based,
attendees are not lectured. Active debate, sharing experiences,
humour and asking questions is actively encouraged. Starting

With safety at its core
As 40-50 volts is sufficient to overcome human skin's resistance
with 0.08 amps being sufficient to cause cardiac arrest, it is
unsurprising that many technicians treat hybrid/EVs with
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Indeed, while there was a degree of scepticism surrounding
the ownership experience of hybrids and EVs in the classroom,
everybody concurred that they will be required to service,
diagnose and repair them now, if not in the very near future.
Even experienced delegates from EV service centres and
battery suppliers agreed that they were looking to soak-up
fresh insights about the functions and diagnoses of both
hybrid and EV systems, as well as learning new safe working
practices. Their admissions that the course was beneficial to
them proves its worth.

with the theory of Hybrid vehicle layouts, from looking at
the differences between parallel, series, power-split and dual
types, with practical examples of each design, through to
detailed descriptions of the separate low and high voltage
systems, provided the basic knowledge. Naturally, when
discussing how the high voltage system works, a degree of
elementary electrical knowledge is required but this did not
extend beyond Ohms' Law and the difference between AC/
DC. Yet, when technicians needed to brush-up on their basic
knowledge, they felt comfortable enough to ask. At no point
did anyone comment that they felt trapped in a two-days-long
physics lesson.
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trepidation, considering the typical 100 to 600 operating
voltages, and up to 150 DC currents being expected within the
high voltage system. While the course emphasises these risks
continually, it succeeds in making attendees more confident
without encouraging carelessness. Detailed explanations
impart knowledge about how a car powers itself down,
followed by practical demonstrations of how to check that
the high voltage circuit is safe and, if not, how to make it so, in
order for subsequent diagnosis and repairs to be conducted
safely.
Explanations about why capacitors are needed to supplement
the high voltage battery in high demand situations, such as
during move-off and rapid acceleration conditions, highlighted
the different discharging procedures. On the third-generation
Toyota Prius demonstration car, the capacitors discharge within
ten seconds via the motor/generator windings but technicians
need to be aware that this can take up to five minutes on some
other makes.
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Aside from the practical experience of testing the high voltage
Hybrid/EV electrical system and making it safe, you are also briefed
on the test procedures required every time you use the required
safety equipment.
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Interestingly, the course supplements model-specific data that
workshops can glean, because not all manufacturer procedures
include crucial health and safety material. The importance of
using, checking and renewing Class Zero rated gloves that
offer a minimum of 1,000 volts protection, choosing, testing
and handling multimeters (not forgetting the leads) of at
least Category Three insulation, plus using insulated tools
that comply with IEC/EN 60900 are all emphasised. While
the technician working on a hybrid/EV is responsible for the
health and safety aspects, the course also gives the knowledge

about how to protect other people in
the workshop from potential harm. This
includes how to use emergency safety
equipment, as well as how to deal with
potential chemical and fire hazards that
the different battery types present, as well
as being respectful of the strong magnetic
fields within the motor/generator unit.
Aside from technicians, workshop managers
and garage owners would find attending
the course useful as well, especially with
due regard to Corporate Manslaughter as a
result of breached duty-of-care.

Practical examples
Unlike the major components of a
conventional ICE car, certain parts of
a high voltage system can be sited in
various locations. Therefore, the high
voltage battery control unit, the AC/
DC semiconductor inverter, the DC-DC
converter and capacitors are not positioned
in the same places. On the 2009 demo Prius,
they are situated within the main inverter,
identified by orange DC cables entering it
and three-phase AC cables exiting to the motor/generator and
air conditioning compressor. Everybody had an opportunity

The second day of the course sees more advanced operations, from
taking voltage readings at various points of the high voltage battery
pack, to removing it completely and safely from the car.

MAGflex Pivot
Slim Inspection Lamp
The MAGflex Pivot combines a slim
design with multi axis rotation and tilt,
meaning light can be directed exactly
where required, even into the smallest
and hardest to reach spaces.
For your nearest stockist
visit ringautomotive.com

Rotating
neck for
task light
and torch

Magnets for
hands-free

Compact
pocket
storage
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Gets into
the places
you can’t.

Horizontal
rotation
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to use the safety equipment and go through the theoretical
seven-step safety procedure, by removing the invertor's
access cover and checking the DC connections for voltage, to
determine whether, or not, the vehicle was safe.
The following day, everybody refreshed the practical skills of
the previous day, prior to learning how to test-probe the high
voltage battery, prior to disconnecting it safely from the car
and removing the entire unit and placing it on a work bench.
Naturally, with the emphasis firmly on safety, everybody learns
how to remove the battery covers and make visual inspections
of the air cooling ducts, terminals and wiring for corrosion,
as well as measuring the voltages both on the battery itself
and on its relays. Considering that most attendees started the
course with virtually zero confidence with working on high
voltage systems, the fact that they could perform such a major
operation safely and with confidence by the end, highlights its
effectiveness and value.

COSTS
On-site Training
IMI Level 1 Hybrid/EV Awareness – 0.5 Day – 425.00 +
VAT & IMI Registration of £34.00 per person (VAT exempt)
– Max 6 Delegates per Course
IMI Level 2 Hybrid/EV Routine Maintenance – 1 Day £852.50 + VAT & IMI Registration of £34.00 per person (VAT
exempt) – Max 6 Delegates per course
IMI Level 2/3 – Hybrid/EV Repair & Replacement – 2
Days - £1705.00 + VAT & IMI Registration of £34.00 per
person (VAT exempt) – Max 6 Delegates per course
IMI Awards Level 4 – Hybrid/EV Test Repair & Diagnosis
– 2 Days - £1705.00m + VAT + IMI Registration of £34.00
per person (VAT exempt) – Max 6 Delegates per course.

Several written exercises take place, with a final online assessment
(more of a quiz than a formal examination) ending the course.
Nobody failed to attain the 60% required pass rate, during our visit.
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GARAGE OWNER GIVES HIS
VERDICT
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"I previously took a Level Two Hybrid/EV course with
Eliot and enrolled on this combined Level 2 and 3
module as a pathway to Level 4's more advanced
problem-solving techniques. Eliot has a knack of
engaging with everyone present, regardless of ability
and I cannot recommend the course more highly. Yet,
when deciding on training, a variety of factors influence
the decision. The costs of travel, subsistence and being
away from the workshop have to be weighed against
the value of the knowledge gained. With Eliot taking
his show on the road (and Matt of Cleevely Electric
Vehicles providing a venue fairly local to me) my
decision was easy to make."
Peter Greenow, Director, Dinedor Cross Garage,
Herefordshire.

Training at Farnborough
IMI Level 1 Hybrid/EV Awareness – 0.5 Day – £125.00 +
VAT, IMI Registration included
IMI Level 2 Hybrid/EV Routine Maintenance – 1 Day £275.00 + VAT, IMI Registration included
IMI Level 2/3 – Hybrid/EV Repair & Replacement – 2
Days - £495.00 & VAT, IMI Registration included
IMI Awards Level 4 – Hybrid/EV Test Repair & Diagnosis –
2 Days - £495.00 + VAT, IMI Registration included
Book Levels 2/3 and 4 – save £150.00 + VAT.

Autotechnician attended the two-day training course
that was held at Cleevely Electric Vehicles' site in
Cheltenham. The demonstration vehicle, course book,
written/practical exercises and final online quiz is provided
by Pro-Moto, a technical training exponent that specialises
in Hybrid and Electric Vehicle Training, levels 1-4. The
courses can be conducted anywhere in the UK – even on
your own premises, if desired. For more information about
the range of courses, the schedule and how to book, visit
www.pro-moto.co.uk.

ASK HARRY
Harry Lewis, RMI Senior Technical Advisor, looks at issues resulting from improper sealing of a
door wiring harness

VEHICLE: FORD C-MAX
YEAR:
2010-2015
Q: A Ford C-Max displays a child lock malfunction in the
instrument cluster, or the front speaker is without function
(O/S/F or N/S/F). On later versions, incorrect exterior
ambient temperature could also be displayed.
A: The probable cause is water ingress. The water enters the
front doors behind the exterior mirror cover as a result of
the improper sealing of the door wiring harness, causing
a short circuit in the Driver’s Door Module (DDM) or the
Passenger Door Module (PDM). This can also disable front
door speakers. On later versions, the ambient temperature
sensor was moved from the engine compartment to the
right-hand side exterior door mirror.
In order to repair this, you should start by sealing the door
wiring harness, checking and renewing the DDM/PDM and

repairing any damaged electrical connectors. Also check for
any DTCs for no communication with the rear door module.
Clear the codes, as it is not necessary to replace rear door
control modules. Check for water ingress into the speaker
and rectify as required. Then check operation and test.

The RMI Technical Helpline is available to support technicians experiencing problem repairs, help with
undocumented fault codes and guide users through wiring diagrams. For more information call the Independent
Garage Association helpline on 0845 305 4230 or email enquiries@rmif.co.uk.
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Contact us for more information Primalec, Nettlestead Green, Nr. Maidstone, Kent ME18 5HD, England.
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Training & Support
FREE TRAINING IN BRUM
A full programme of technical presentations covering a
multitude of systems, techniques and business opportunities,
will run over the three days of Automechanika Birmingham
from 4 to 6 June at the NEC.
Autotechnician magazine will host the Workshop Training
Hub, sponsored by ACtronics, and will be joined by a team
of industry experts and independent trainers, including AT
contributors Andy Crook and James Dillon, as well as Frank
Massey, DPF Doctor Darren Darling and Steve Carter. Here’s
what they will be covering at the Show:
‘Don’t turn down DPF Business’, Darren Darling, DPF
Doctor
Darren will inspire garages to grow and cultivate new income
streams by taking on DPF business and keeping it in-house.
‘Skills or Systems’, Andy Crook, GotBoost
No matter which industry you are in your business exists to
solve problems. The more complex the problem the more
you can charge for your services, but the more difficult it is
to recruit and retain staff capable of solving these problems.
During his seminar Andy Crook will be exploring two options –
invest in skills or systems.
Diesel Particulate Filter maintenance, Flemming Nohr of
MT Filters, in association with DPF Recovery
An in-depth discussion on the internal structure of Diesel
Particulate Filters (DPF), diagnosing issues and cleaning
methods. Also, how to check if DPF filters are serviceable, the
renovation of defect DPF filters and the benefit of Original
versus Aftermarket.

‘EV Facts from the Fiction’, Steve Carter, Train4Auto
How will 2020 emission targets legislation affect combustion
vehicles after this date? Is the UK current charging
infrastructure up to the task? How far has battery technology
advanced and what does the future hold? What servicing will
an electric vehicle require and are you and your business ready
for this?
‘Unlocking Start-Stop battery potential’, by John Bentley &
Chris Jones, ECOBAT Battery Technologies
Presenting the business opportunities that Start-Stop battery
replacement can bring as well as a ‘How to’ training module,
demonstrating the basic principles required to effectively
deliver this added value service to their customers.
Important technical updates on servicing with new A/C
refrigerants, Aaron Macfarlane and Richard Doran of
Primalec
This workshop focuses on the demands of servicing A/Cs and
climate systems with new refrigerants R1234yf and CO2. Topics
include fault diagnosis, getting the charge volumes correct,
refrigerant identification, lubricant choice, leak detection and
repair.
Register for your free ticket to the event at:
www.automechanika-birmingham.com.
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INITIATIVE DESIGNED TO
FUTUREPROOF YOUR WORKSHOP
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A one-off fee gives garages access to ZF [pro]
Tech start – a personalised technical support and
information hub designed to support independent
workshops in an age of advancing and changing
mobility.
Via an online portal and technical helpline,
membership includes access to all-makes, all
systems OEM service campaign information,
traditionally available only through main dealers at
considerable cost. A programme of discounted ZF
training courses, including those on High Voltage Electrical systems, are also offered to ZF [pro]Tech start members.
Matt Shakespeare, Technical Sales Manager of ZF Aftermarket, explains: “Membership gives garages a direct link into ZF’s
technical world. Once garages are logged on to the ZF portal, using their own unique passwords and login details, they
have access to a wealth of ZF technical know-how which will not only assist them with the service and repair of vehicles
which they see on a daily basis, but will also offer the ability to futureproof their businesses.”
 protech.zf-aftermarket.uk@zf.com

ELEARNING COURSE
The Institute of the Motor Industry,
IMI, has designed an Electric Vehicle
eLearning package that you can work
your way through from the comfort
of your own home. It consists of eight
modules, with each focusing on different
elements and learning levels: Electric
Vehicles Introduction; Safe working,
tools and hazard management; Electrical
and Electronic Principles; Electric
Vehicle Technology; Charging; Motors
and Control Systems; Batteries; and
Maintenance, Repairs and Replacement.
This is the latest course within its vast
Professional Development range (CPD).
Other courses include Estimating
Costs and Job Times in the Workshop, Documentation Best Practice, Oscilloscope Diagnostics, ADAS and Understanding
Diagnostic Fault Codes and Live Data. It’s worth taking a look at the course list if you fancy brushing up on your skills, it has
something for everyone – from the technical, such as common rail diagnostics, to communication, including negotiating
skills, to navigating your way around Microsoft Excel!
IMI members can receive a discount of up to 25% on courses within the CPD portfolio, some of which are completely free.
For more information, please contact the IMI on 01992 519025, or email cpd@theimi.org.uk.

GET LIVE SUPPORT FROM THE GURUS
Federal-Mogul Motorparts established its Garage Gurus
program last year, a resource for technicians, workshop owners
and distributors providing access to online training and
technical support via telephone or Skype.
Since the launch, there has been a significant increase in the
amount of online tutorial videos, covering many automotive
components, with a Garage Gurus expert identifying possible
issues and providing tips on replacement. There are currently
over 40 videos, accessible through the Garage Gurus YouTube
channel.
Garage Gurus’ content is ever-evolving and is free of charge to
users. The Gurus Online training portal has nearly 30 courses
you can take free of charge and Gurus On-Call sees technical
specialists providing answers for product and diagnostic
questions via telephone or Skype.
A Knowledge Center on the website comprises three sections:

training, videos and technical info. Within the training section
there are various modules, which range in difficulty from the
basics through to diagnostic master classes. The Videos cover
best practice and the quickest way to carry out maintenance
tasks, while the Technical Info provides comprehensive
technical specifications.
Speaking of Garage Gurus’ growing community, Training &
Technical Services manager Marijn Staal, says: “In a very short
amount of time we are seeing a good level of engagement
and the feedback from those in the trade has been very
encouraging. It’s our aim to support those technicians who we
believe are the very heart of the aftermarket industry and we
are extremely pleased that we are able to help them keep upto-speed with the fast-moving technology in our industry.”
Viewers who wish to subscribe to the Garage Gurus channel
can find it by searching for ‘FM Garage Gurus’.
www.fmgaragegurus.eu
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JOIN AUTOTECHNICIAN FOR A BIG DAY OUT THIS MAY
If you’re looking to brush up on your fault-finding skills then book yourself in for a
truly unique, audience-led training day at Chatham Dockyard on Saturday 11th May.
James Dillon and Andy Crook will take command of The Smithery from 9am
till 4.30pm, presenting live faults and working with the audience to rule out
hypotheses and determine the underlying issues. The diagnostic experts will guide
delegates through evaluating the data gathered and explain the theories and
practices they both use within their workshops to solve complex problems.
Suitable for all who wish to fine tune their diagnostic skills and fix faults faster! All
previous delegates, with varying levels of experience in complex repairs, have come
away with new techniques and structured mindset to take back to their workplace. A limited number of tickets remain – subsidised
tickets cost £86.80+VAT & include hearty refreshments throughout the day. Email admin@autotechnician.co.uk to book your
place or call 01634 816 165.

HEV TRAINING BROUGHT TO YOU
Pro-Moto are a recognised National Training Provider with IMI Awards, and one of the few independent training providers
offering the IMI Level 4 qualification in Hybrid & Electrically Propelled Vehicles.
If you have a team of staff who require training, bespoke courses can be delivered cost effectively at your premises for a daily
rate, individuals can book onto one of its training sessions held at various venues. Autotechnician attended Pro-Moto’s Level
3 training in March, see feature that begins on p51.
Upcoming dates: IMI Awards Level 3 – Hybrid/EV Training 13-14 May Farnborough, IMI Awards Level 4 – Hybrid/EV Training
15-16 May Farnborough  tania@pro-moto.co.uk

ACADEMY SUBSCRIPTION GIVES ACCESS TO SKILL ASSESSMENTS
The Auto Education Academy provides members with access to technical information and training for an annual subscription fee,
available through branches of Euro Car Parts.
The support fee is paid monthly in instalments and entitles members to unlimited use of a Technical Helpline manned by master
technicians, access to a Vehicle Troubleshooting Database, access to an online Skills Overview & Training Needs Analysis, as well as
discounted live training courses. Here are some of the courses taking place next month:
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Course starts

Course Ends

ZF Aftermarket Clutch & DMF

09:00 Wed 1st May

17:00 Wed 1st May

GED 14 - IMI Level 3 Award in
Hybrid Vehicle System Repair And
Replacement

09:00 Thu 2nd May

17:30 Fri 3rd May

Avonmouth
Euro Car Parts, Avonmouth Fifth
Way Bristol BS11 8DT

Level 3 LV Inspection Technician 1
Day Accreditation [LVI-1]

08:30 Mon 6th May

17:30 Mon 6th May

Sunderland
Euro Car Parts, Sunderland Unit 2,
Sunderland SR5 3RX

IMI Level 2 Award in MOT Testing
(Classes 4 & 7) [MOTNT-4]

08:30 Tue 7th May

17:30 Fri 10th May

Sunderland
Euro Car Parts, Sunderland Unit 2,
Sunderland SR5 3RX

GED 13 - L2 Award in Hybrid Electric
Vehicle Operation and Maintenance

09:00 Tue 7th May

17:30 Wed 8th May

Basingstoke College Of
Technology (BCoT)
Worting Rd Basingstoke RG21 8TN

Level 3 2 Day LV Inspection
Technician Training & 1 Day
Accreditation [LVI-3]

08:30 Wed 8th May

17:30 Fri 10th May

Bournemouth
Paragon Skills Station Approach
Ashley Rd Bournemouth BH1 4NB

GED 14 - IMI Level 3 Award in
Hybrid Vehicle System Repair And
Replacement

09:00 Thu 9th May

17:30 Fri 10th May

Basingstoke College Of
Technology (BCoT)
Worting Rd Basingstoke RG21 8TN

08:30 Mon 13th May

17:30 Thu 16th May

Bournemouth
Paragon Skills Station Approach
Ashley Rd Bournemouth BH1 4NB

IMI Level 2 Award in MOT Testing
(Classes 4 & 7) [MOTNT-4]

Location
Crick
ZF Services UK Ltd. Crick Industrial
Estate Eldon Way Crick NN6 7SL

GET TRAINED UP ON THE USE OF
DEALER TOOLS
Among the intensive courses on offer, James
Dillon conducts ‘Dealer Diagnostic Tool Training’
from his workshop and training centre in
Bridgwater, Somerset.
This course is designed to show you how to
use the dealer tools from an independent’s
perspective, covering the tool’s operation, range
of capabilities and functions. James also goes
through the dealer information source, logins
and sign up and how to improve a workshop’s
effectiveness by getting the most out of the
dealer tool.
James plans to hold a two-day workshop
focussing on the PSA Group, and also JLR later this
year and asks interested technicians to register their interest.
The PSA Group training will enable you to be quicker and more
accurate in your fault diagnosis and take full advantage of
the abundant diagnostic and repair opportunities the French
brand offer.

JLR Group training covers Symptom Driven Diagnostics –
designed to get from fault to fix in the shortest diagnostic
route possible.
01278 428699

DIESEL TECH EXPLAINED
OurVirtualAcademy have just added a chapter to its
Diesel Diagnostics course: Diagnosing Inlet Metered
High Pressure Diesel Pumps, Part 4.
In the final part of this new course the implications
and causes of pump failures are discussed, plus some
safety aspects associated to high pressure pipes.
There's also an end test, to test you on all four parts of
the course. Once completed, you should be able to
make an informed and accurate diagnosis on faulty
inlet metered high pressure diesel pumps.
It is important that before you start this course you
have completed An Introduction to Common Rail
Diesel (in the Diesel Components section) and Testing
Negative Low Pressure Supply Circuits (in Diesel Diagnostics), to give you a solid grounding in the layout and operation of
the circuits.
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For peace of mind always purchase equipment and service from a GEA
Member. Visit www.gea.co.uk to find a list of companies who follow the
Garage Equipment Association’s Code of Conduct.

www.gea.co.uk
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NEW CAR FOCUS: Skoda Scala and Kamiq
Kamiq pursues the
broader VW Group’s
reinforced eco-stance

NEW SKODAS TACKLE EMISSIONS BY GOING MAINSTREAM
Considering its parent company's reputation being dented
severely by 'Dieselgate', and its subsequent statements about
ditching internal combustion, it is surprising that two new
petrol and diesel Skoda models have been launched that lack
EV, or even hybrid options. Yet, Iain Robertson reveals that the
VW Group’s flexible AOB modular platform (part of the MQB
family) that underpins its new hatchback Scala and SUV Kamiq
mean that things have not regressed entirely.

NEW CAR FOCUS

With VW Group now presenting well in excess of 200 variants
of models across its four main brands, Skoda, Seat, Audi
and Volkswagen, platform sharing is both an economic and
a flexibility requirement. Cutting manufacturing costs, by
up to 40%, while reducing both model development and
manufacturing times, are key priorities. Scala will replace the
Rapid model, while the Kamiq is a new car entirely in the
SUV class, despite the significant sharing of both models’
underpinnings. It is worth noting that, in previous generations,
the descriptive term, ‘platform’ included the metal floorpan
pressing.
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For the all-new Scala hatchback (the first in-house Skoda
rival to the VW Golf ) and the Kamiq, the AOB compact car
designated platform is common. The only fixed dimension
for the engineers is the area between front bulkhead and the
midline of the engine location; all other measurements, front to
back and width, are flexible. At the same time, Skoda has been
taking a more rational view of its part in the much-publicised
VW ‘dieselgate’ debacle. We shall concentrate on the Kamiq.

1. Engines
Each of the Kamiq’s engines are direct-injection units boosted
by turbochargers. They come with brake energy recovery, as
well as Stop/Start technology and comply with the latest Euro
6d TEMP emissions standard. The entry-level, three-cylinder
1.0-litre unit delivers 92bhp and 129lbs ft torque (145g/
km CO2) and drives through a 5-speed manual gearbox. An
112bhp/147lbs ft alternative (142g/km CO2) comes with a
6-speed gearbox as standard and a 7-speed DSG (twin-clutch
automated-manual) as an option.
The top petrol engine is the familiar four-cylinder 1.5TSi with a
power output of 147bhp/184lbs ft (6-speed manual/7-speed
DSG) and Active Cylinder Technology (ACT) that shuts down
two cylinders automatically (153g/km CO2), when the load is
low, to save fuel and reduce exhaust emissions. All three units
are equipped with petrol particulate filters (GPF). A new 1.0
G-TEC engine (87bhp; 66g/km CO2) is designed to operate
on CNG (Compressed Natural Gas) that promises even lower
emissions and enhanced fuel economy. The CNG option is
unlikely to be made available to the UK market, which does not
have a viable refuelling infrastructure.

All of the Skoda Kamiq and Scala’s engines are conventional directinjection units with turbochargers and DPF/GPFs. While they come
with brake energy recovery as well as Stop/Start technology, no
hybrid is available for now.

The four-cylinder, 1.6TDi diesel (112bhp/184lbs ft; 6-speed
manual/7-speed DSG) is fitted with a SCR AdBlue system and a
DPF (152g/km CO2).

Active Cylinder Management works by closing the valves via a
camshaft actuator for cylinders 2 and 3 and disabling their fuel
injectors in low engine load situations

Unsurprisingly, the new Skodas boast a
number of ADAS systems. The optional
Side Assist can detect vehicles that are up
to 70m away and wanting to
overtake, or that appear
in the car’s
blind spots.

2. What about EVs?
With a constant drip-drip diet of EVs and hybrids being
heralded as ‘the future’, it may come as a surprise to appreciate
that Skoda has hybrid technology in its sights but no visible
signs are evident in the Kamiq. While VW is the declared ‘bad
boy’ in this arena, the Skoda division appears not to be swayed
by the negative publicity, instead relying on more traditional
means of cutting pollution and increasing fuel economy.
While VW Group has stated that it will cease internal
combustion engine manufacturing within seven years, Skoda
may appear to be cocking a snook at the plans. A petrol-hybrid
model is rumoured strongly within the next three years but
a change to EV may be someway distant, even though the
platform is ‘EV-ready’.
The ‘Vision X’ concept car that was also produced on the AOB
platform and preceded the Kamiq, featured space for CNG
tanks, which can be adapted readily to accept a Lithiumion battery pack and either partial electrification, for the
forthcoming plug-in hybrid model, or full electrification for a
potential EV variant. Skoda is being very tight-lipped about
these future models, although a source told autotechnican that
they are coming.

4. Future-proofing
Should Skoda pursue a 4WD future, the Kamiq would be its
first without a propshaft. Lower weight would mean less fuel
consumption. Drive to the rear axle would engage an electric
motor that starts only when required. The combustion engine,
equipped with another electric motor, would feature a beltdriven starter-generator, while the rear axle-mounted electric
motor would be powered by a 48V Lithium-ion battery system,
recharged while driving, using kinetic energy recovery, on both
over-run and braking. The battery pack would also provide a
51lbs ft torque boost at both start-up and for short bursts of
speed.

3. Re-engineered platform
Boasting 37mm additional ground clearance over the Scala
model, Kamiq’s ‘chassis’ combines SUV aspects, with the agility
of a compact car. It is not 4WD. However, Kamiq features an
optional Sport Chassis Control that lowers the standard ride
height by 10mm and introduces firmer damping, with four
electronic, driver-adjustable settings in the Driving Mode
Selector: Normal, Sport, Eco and Individual. Optional and
readily removable underbody protection is available. Model
dependent alloy wheel options range from 16.0 to 18.0-inches
diameter.

Skoda’s oft-mentioned and well-intentioned stance on valuefor-money means that these totally mechanically-conventional
cars are unlikely to throw-up any servicing anomalies, as they
enter aftermarket workshops.
Thanks to enhanced connectivity, updating the sat-nav
maps now takes place ‘live’ and does not necessitate a dealer
visit. Using a Skoda-based app, traffic conditions can be
monitored more efficiently in a Kamiq, which means that more
economical progress can be made, which also helps to reduce
the car’s environmental impact.
Summary: Renowned for a practical approach to both new
technology (which tends to be fitted on an ‘as required’ basis) and
the company’s historical place in the market, Skoda demonstrates
with the new Kamiq (and its Scala hatchback sister model) that it
is not looking to shake-up the market. While both cars employ a
flexible and up-to-date platform strategy, they are mechanically
conservative. Intentionally tech-friendly, however, the brand’s
responsibility to individual territories will determine its next move
in the UK, a factor that may be reflected in later launches of EV, or
hybrid, alternatives - but not for now.

NEW CAR FOCUS

VW Group’s long-term environmental plan demands waste reduction
and even more sharing of core engineering, which includes the
platforms

5. Reducing maintenance requirement
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TAILPIPE

IN CONJUNCTION WITH JAMES ETHERINGTON,
OWNER OF VDS PERFORMANCE, A VW GROUP
INDEPENDENT SPECIALIST FROM REDHILL, IAIN
ROBERTSON PRESENTS ANECDOTES FROM AROUND
THE GARAGE SCENE, PEPPERED WITH JAMES’
MEMORIES AND ADVICE.
On the theme of emissions, which is broadly central to this
issue of your favourite magazine, James recalls a problem with
one customer’s VW Touran that was emitting an atrocious
smell. “I couldn’t believe how bad it was. With the customer
having given up on trying to find its source, one of our
mechanics was tasked with carrying out the service on the
car. Once he had opened the bonnet, the pong seemed to be
significantly worse.

TAILPIPE

“As he removed the airbox, he discovered that a sizeable
decayed rat was laying behind it. The rodent was the source of
the grim smell and had been there for several weeks. While it is
true that a damaged exhaust cat can cause nasal receptors to
react, this was a rat-reek of a rather unexpected type!”
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smoking badly and there seemed to be an inexplicable oil leak.
“The car was driven onto a ramp and we noted the oil slick
forming beneath it. Having opened the bonnet, oil was
sprayed liberally around the engine compartment. When the
dipstick check was made, we could not believe the reading. We
asked the customer what had happened and he explained that
he had changed the oil only two days prior.
“The problem was, he had not removed the old oil and had
not even attempted to change the filter…because he ‘did not
have the tool for it’. We cleaned-up the under-bonnet, changed
the oil and filter, checked the engine over and the customer
departed 90 minutes later, as happy as Larry!”
It truly takes all kinds of people to make the garage world
go round, although James also recalls the telephone call he
received from a distressed young man about his Skoda Fabia.
“It was a normal working day at VDS Performance. A couple of
customer cars were being serviced and we had two cars in for
ECU upgrades. I answered the telephone call.

While there are all manner of potential pollutants in the garage
business, one of James’s mechanics had been collared by a
returning customer in the yard, who asked him: “Ever since you
serviced my car, its lights no longer work! What have you done
to it?” As part of a very comprehensive service and preparation
for an MOT, the mechanic had simply switched the lamps ‘off’,
rather than leaving them on the ‘Auto-on’ setting…which the
customer had never used. Light pollution was returned to
normal for the sheepish Golf customer.

“The lad pleaded for help and explained that his parents were
going to be furious. He lived in a leafy part of Redhill and he
just knew that his folks would be livid. He explained how he
had passed his driving test only a couple of months earlier and
his father had bought a second-hand Fabia for him to gain
more driving experience. Of course, the insurance premium
was steep even for a 1.2-litre car but he was looking after it.
Losing patience while listening to his life story, I asked him
what was wrong. He informed me that the fuel injection was
flooded.

While not wishing to ‘diss’ his customers, James is always wary
of the DIY mechanic, who is often little more than a person
wanting to save a few Pounds off their car maintenance
bills. “The owner of an immaculate Audi S3 arrived in a state
of distress. His car was clearly an example of ‘pride and joy’.
Before we drove it into the workshop, he explained that it was

“I wished that I had not asked him about the location of the
Fabia, when he told me that it was at the bottom of the family’s
swimming-pool, into which he had accidentally driven it! It was
most definitely ‘flooded’ and, yes, he was in terrible trouble, not
least for the subsequent clean-up of the polluted pool.”

If life
becomes
a struggle
we're here
to help

Always here for you
www.ben.org.uk
Helpline 08081 311 333

Sign up for tips, advice and resources:
www.ben.org.uk/signup
Find plenty of advice, online chat and self-help tools on our
website, or talk to us on the helpline, free and in complete
confidence, Monday to Friday 8am–8pm.
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AUTOMOTIVE CLIMATE SYSTEM

AC FAN

COMPRESSOR

BALANCED BLADES,
FIBERGLASS-REINFORCED
PLAST MIXTURE AND SAFE,
HIGH-END ELECTRONICS
CONTROL UNITS

RE-ENGINEERED CRITICAL
COMPONENTS
ENSURING DURABILITY
AND HIGH PRECISION
DISPLACEMENT CONTROL

CONDENSER
LONG-LIFE CORROSION PROTECTION
WITH EXCELLENT PERFORMANCE

EVAPORATOR
& HEATER
HIGH-PERFORMANCE
CABIN HEAT EXCHANGERS,
IDEAL FIT TO THE
MOUNTING CASSETTE

INTERIOR BLOWER
SMOOTH, SILENT
AND RELIABLE
OPERATION, SUPREME
OVERVOLTAGE
PROTECTION,
LONG LIFE SPAN

RECEIVER DRYER
HIGH-QUALITY AC SYSTEM
PROTECTION AGAINST MOISTURE
AND IMPURITIES

Enjoy the season
We have everything that is needed for
the climate comfort in your car’s cabin.
Nissens is an acknowledged, market-leading manufacturer of
key components for automotive and industrial thermal systems.
Our constant and enhanced focus on the automotive aftermarket
enables us to develop and offer excellent, reliable climate system
parts, matching OE components quality, available at affordable
prices.
Find your local Nissens distributor and learn more about products
& services at www.nissens.com/climate
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